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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AflD OVERVIEUI

Everyday the newspaper headlines highlight occurrences of

criminal offenses involving aggressjve behavjour. Underneath these

captìons, the papers inform that the assailants were drunk, or came

from broken homes, or had just been released from iaiJ.

And everyday readers wonder why there is so much violence.

They ask why being sentenced to iail does not seem to make a differ-

ence. They question r¡¡hether the alcohol or the unhappy circumstances

of the offender are to blame for his behaviour, 0r they may s'imp'ly

conclude that the offender kneur what he was doing and chose to be

vi ol ent.

Let us continue pursuìng the 'layman's thinking in reference

to violent behaviour. Perhaps he concludes that offenders should be

punished more when they are responsjb'le for their misdeeds, lvhereas

he feels that offenders should be punished less when rea'lities over

which the offenders had no control influenced their misdeeds. This

distinction is clear'ly evidenced throughout British Common Lau¡

trad'ition. For example, the common law has always based severity

of punishment in the case of murder on the degree to which the sub-

ject is felt to be responsible; to what degree the mjsdeed was felt

to be due to the murderer's own intention rather than due to ex-

tenuating circumstances over which he had no control.



Changing the context somelhat, one wonders t¡rhat the assaílant

is think'ing. He may accept personal responsibiljty for his aggres-

sive behaviour and he may be prepared to "take the rap. " 0r he may

emphasize that he had no intention to harm anyone, that he acciden-

ta'l'ly bumped into the peì1son and that the "victim" subsequently hit

him so he protected himselfo or he may blame the offence on bad

1uck, on his drinking, or on some other factor external to himseif

for which he is not prepared to accept responsibility. And because

he is not at fault, because he does not see himse'lf as the cause of

the offence, he cannot see why he should be punished. The pun'ish-

ment does not make. sense, it may seem almost like someone is "assaul'b-

ing" h'im without cause.

Although everyone knows that punishment is never easiiy

accepted, we might expect that the person ulho is punished when he

does not see himself as being at fault might react differently from

the person who is prepared to "accept the rap."

l,'Jhen the implications of the above section are considered, it
seems evident that persons react to their worjds from wîthìn a

causal framework. A meaningfuiness or purposîveness in behaviour

seems to be an implicît assumption. Further, there appears to be a

djchotîmization within the causal ana'lys'is, certain behaviours

being attributed to factors which seem personal whereas others

appear to be impersonal or external to the actor. And assignment

of responsibility for a behaviour seems to depend upon whether the

causes of behaviour are seen lo be personal, or are seen to be

caused by factors over r,¡hich the actor is thought to have limíted
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control. Fina'lly, it seems evjdent that man's actions and reactions

to others and to their environment seems to be condîtioned or to

depend to a degree upon the particular assignment of causalíty.

The assignment of causal'ity r,vhich occurs need not and often

may not correspond r,rith the real oi actual causes qf behaviour. It
is rather a causality based upon man's perceptions of and beliefs

about his vrorld. It can perhaps best be labelled as a phenomeno-

logical causality because it is conditioned by the manner in r,¡hich

the "common-man" views his world.

Although one of the primary goals throughout the history of

psycho'logy has been to explain the causes of man's behaviour, it'is
only within the last two decades and primarily in the last several

years that the implications of phenomenological causal analysis or

what has been described as "cornmon-sense psycho'logy" or "naive

causal analysis" has become the subiect of rigorous concern for the

experimental psychoìogist. The impetus for this concern seems to

be attributable to Heider's theory of attribution (1958) on the one

hand, and to Rotter's social learning theory (.l954) on the other.

It is wìthin the context of these social-psychologîca1 theorìes

that this presentation will exanîne the possib'le interre'latr'onships

of phenomenal causality and punishment as a possibJe determìnant of

aggressive behaviour. It will attempt to assess whether persons'

perceptions of causality and thejr beliefs as to responsibility for

their own behaviour and for the behaviour of others may be one

factor which can help explain aggressive behavjour such as that

which 'is described when we read our newspaper headlines.
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The proposed examination of the thesis questìon wi'll be pre-

sented in the following manner. The meaning of aggression will be

expìored in the first sect'ion and studies that analyze the inter-

reiationships of aggress'ive behaviour and subiective perceptions of

causality w'ill be presented. This will be followed by a fairly

detailed explanation of both Heider's and Rotter's theories, and of

the related research which these theories have precipitated. The

implicatìons of the research on aggression are ìnterpreted u¡ithÌn

the context of these theories.

In the next section of the thesjs a number of hypotheses are

proposed, these predictions evolving out of an integration of the

theory and research presented jn the previous section. Thjs wjll

be follov¡ed by a section which presents the experimental methodology

ursed to test the proposed hypotheses. An analysis of the results

of the thesis experiment and a discussion of the meaning of the

obtained results are then presented. The thesis is summarized in

the concluding section.



CHAPTER iI

AGGRESSiON, ATTRIBUTIOI\I, AND LOCUS OF CONTROL:

GENERAL ORIENTATIONS

It is not within the framework of this presentation to review

or elaborate the massìve numbers of theories and explanations re-

lated to aggression. Rather, the area of concern is to present a 
'

generai definition of aggression and relate this definition to con-

cepts such as anger and hostiìity. Pastore's (1950) crit'ic'ism of

the frustration - aggression hypothesis will then be presented as

one reason for interpreting aggression lvithin the context of attri-

bution theory. A brief overview of attribution theory and research

will be presented and the related concept of locus of control u¡ill

be introduced.

"Aggression" can be defined as a response that delivers a

noxious stimulus to another organism.

In "angry aggression," the reinforcer is pain or injury of the

victim. In "instrumental aggressí0n," the reinforcer is a reward

such as food, money, or removal of aversÍve stimuli rather than the

victim's pain. Both "angry" and "jnstrumental aggression" may occur

simultaneously as in the case where an aggressive response is

triggered by nox'ious stimulation such as attack, where the aggression,

if successful is reinforced by the attacker's pain and the removal

of the noxious stimulus (Buss, l96l). Yet certain behaviours that
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involve the de'livery of noxious stimuli are typîca11y not deemed

aggressive because the reinforcer is a socíal'ly accepted goali ê.g.,

dentists treating patients, parents disciplining chì'ldren. The

accidental delivery of noxious stímuli is also not considered

aggressive.

"Anger" is an emotional respcnse whose characteristics include

autonomic activation, intensificat'ion of aggressive behaviour, and

a physiologicaì tension state (Buss, 1961). Ì,lhereas both aggressjve

behaviour and the emotional response of anger occur in a brief time

period, "hostiIity" is an attitudjnal response which endures rvhich

Buss (.l96'l, p. 12) descríbes as "an implicit verbal response involv-

ing negative feelings (i1l will) and negative evaluation of people

and events." It involves the observing and 'labelling of the situa-

tions which lead to an anger response. Long after the anger has dís-

sipated, the attendant attitude can remain (having the dispositional

quality of an internal attribute) which may at some future point

serve as an impetus for anger and/or aggressive behaviour.

Frustration has been considered a primary antecedent of agres-

sion by many theorists. Dollard, Doob, Miller, and Sears (1g¡g)

theorized that "aggression is always a consequence of frustration"
(although li'lil ler , 1941, emphasized that aggression need not invari-

ably foi'low every frustrating experience). For these theorists,

the strength of the frustrated goal response and the anticipat'ion

of punishment are the primary determinants of aggression.

Pastore (.l950) ra'ised the question of vrhether "when aggression

is related to frustration, is it the frustration per se which has
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produced the aggression" (p. 272). He concluded that "although

frustration may lead to aggressìon, the factor of reasonableness or

unreasonableness of the situation, from the point of view of the

subject, is involved as a necessary condition" (p. 273). Pastore

did not offer any theoretical just'ifi cation for his conc'lusíon, his

conclusion seemingly beìng based simply upon reviewing the various

"frustrating situatjons" cited in the arguments of the Yale Group

in their writings, and finding that the described frustrating sjtua-

tíons tended to be arbitrary or unreasonable.

A number of research studies have explored Pastore's assert'ion.

Pastore (1952) examined the frustrat'ing situations used in research

by Doob and Sears (1939), and found that the guestionnaire items

seemed to reflect arbitrary or unreasonable frustrations. He there-

fore deve'loped two sets of questìons, half of which paralleled those

of Doob and Sears' study and the other half being changed somewhat

in the direction of non-arbjtrariness. The sets were presented in

randomized orders and were rated according to the justification of

the described situation - i.e., (l) completely iustîfied, (2) par-

tially justified, (3) partially unjustified, and (4) completely

unjustifjed. The results evjdenced that the arbítrary situatjons

were c'lear'ly seen to be unjustified frustrations. Having assessed

that person, .ouìd readily make discrimínations betureen arbitrary -

non-arbitrary frustrations, he then presented the trvo sets of situa-

tions to l3l coì1ege students and asked them hov¡ they wou'ld respond

to the outlined frustrations. The responses were then categorized

according to aggression (overt - covert), non-aggression, and
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non-scoreable. Agreement in categorization betr,veen the two judges

(the author and a graduate student) was 80% with further djscussion

decreasing the unscoreable items to 5%. Using these data, it vras

found that following arbitrary frustration, significantiy more

aggress'ion uras evidenced than fol'lowing non-arbitrary frustration.

Pastore conducted a further questionnaire study on aggression using

47 subjects. He had subjects respond to the two sets of items by

choosing one of the fol'lowing: (l ) I would feel hostile and would

show'it in my behaviour, (2) I would feel hostile and lvouid not show

it jn my behaviour, (3) I would not feel any hostì1ity, and (a) I

would try to do something about the situatìon without feeling hostile.

The results were in the anticipated direct'ion, replicating the find-

ings of the first experiment. (This latter measure would defìnitely

seem preferable when experimenter bias effects are considered. )

Cohen ('l955) provided further support for Pastore's hypothes'is.

His experimental desìgn closely para'lleled that of Pastore's final

study, the dependent measure of aggression being the same four cate-

gories of response developed by Pastore. In addition to providing

further va'lidation for Pastore's work, Cohen's intent was to assess

differences in aggression as a function of instructions designed to

stress either "'ideal behavior" or "actual behaviour" as wel'l as

differences in aggressìon as a function of status of the target.

"Ideal" was defined as the socialiy acceptable response as compared

to "actual" which was defined as the response which would occur re-

gardless of social norms. He found significant main effects for his

three hypotheses, the results suggesting that aggressive responses
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to frustration were more 1ike1y to occur when "ideal" standards

u¡ere not stressed, When frustration l.{as arbitrary, and when it r¡¡as

instigated by a peer as compared to an authority figure'

Allison and Hunt (.l959) attempted to assess the relationship

of social des'irabiìity as a factor which may suppress aggression

under certain circumstances. A paper and pencil Sjtuationa'l Frus-

tration Test and the Edwardis Social Desìrability (SD) Scales were

then administered and subjected to correlatíonal analysis and AN0VA.

A significant d'ifference was found in reference to the differìng

conditions of frustration, again provid'ing support for Pastore's

hypothes'is . The hi gh SD group evi denced s'i gni f i cant'ly l ess aggres-

sion than the low SD group. The effect of SD, however, tended to

be attenuated when the frustration lvas unjustified or arbitrary -

high SD subjects evidencing more aggressìon 'in these sìtuations than

in situations where the frustration situation vvas less arbitrary.

The importance of Pastore's assertion ís readily apparent.

Man's cognitiVe processes have an important mediating ìnf1uence on

his aggressive behaviours. In particu'lar, the individual's percep-

tions about the causes of his frustration are crucia'l to predicting

how he will react. Since attribution theory focuses on man's per-

ceptìons of causality it can further our understanding of aggressive

phenomena. Therefore, a brief overview of attribution theory and

research will be presented.

l-lei der' s Theory of Attribution

Heider's (.l958) theory of attribution represents an attempt to
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Systematize and elaborate upon observations of "na'ive causal in-

ference." It attempts to explìcate the bases upon which ìndivìduals

determine and assign causality for eìther their or¡rn or some other

person's behaviour. Further, the theory attempts to specif.v and pre-

dict which "attributjon" or causal assignments will be made in any

particu'lar sl'tuation, and what the implications of a particular attri-

bution may be for subsequent behavìour.

Heider describes his approach as "common-sense" or "naive-

psychology" because his foci are the processes of attribution which

are used by ordinary individuals, even though these processes may

not be adequately formulated or acknowledged by the "common man.r'

Heider describes how as stimulus situations, such as an event

or the behaviour of another, inipose upon a subiect, he attempts to

give meaning to this perception of outside reaiity. He forms be-

jiefs about the events or the other person. He attempts to ìnter-

pret the other's actions and make predictìons as to tvhat others

might do under certain circumstances. He attempis to find the rea-

sons which can account for the behaviour (causal attribution) such

as whether the causes rrlere impersonal or persona'l , and wíth the

latter, the intent involved. It is only after the person provides

meaning to the stimulus situation that he can and does react ìn a

manner which he perceives is corespondent or appropriate.

An important principle of "common-sense psychology" r,vhich has

been alluded to is that man needs to make his world meaningful ìf he

is to predict and controj it. However, the transient and variable

behavjour and events within the environment are such that the person
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experiences a manifold of incomíng messages. To make these rnessages

meaningfui they are encoded in terms of dispositional properties of

the world around him. These dispositiona'l propertìes include per-

cepts of personal behaviour such as intention, ab'i'lity, sentiment,

personality traìts, plus properties of the object such as size or

color. Dispositional properties, then, are those properties that

dispose obiects and events to manifest themseJves in certain ways

in certain circumstances.

Man is usually not content simply to register the observ-
ab'les that surround him; he needs to refer them as far as
possibie to the invariances of his env'ironment. Second,
the underiying causes of events, especially the motives
of other persons, are the invariances of the environment
that are relevant to him; they give meaning to what he
experiences and it is these meanings that ãre recorded
in his life space, and are precipitated as the reality
of the environment to which he then reacts. (Heider,
1958, p. 8l)

It is important to note, at th-is point, that causal assignment

may be misattributed to a particular disposition, and that the

events and behaviours are not necessarily and cannot a1urays be

attributed to only one dispos'itional factor. For example, being

charitab'le could be attributed to the motive of friendship when in

fact the motive was a desire to control - misattribution; or helping

behaviour could reflect both a dispositjon of friendliness and a

desire to win approva'l .

Having out'lined some of the factors which seem to be related

to person's organization of his wor'ld, it is now possible to present

a more comprehensive picture of the attributional picture. Assuming

that individuals perceive events as being caused, attrîbution can be
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made to factors within a person and to factors within the environ-

ment. To elaborate on this distjnctìon, Heider's discussion on the

d'ispositional qualities of "can" rvilI be presented. The use of this

particular disposition is deemed important because much of the re-

search on attribution is based on the theoretical principies presented

by Heider in relation to his djscussion of "can.

"Can" generaliy is a dispositional concept which "refers to a

relativeiy siable rejationship between the person and the environ-

ment." It is a relationship between the ability of a person (in-

ternal factor) and the strength of the environmental forces such as

task difficulty (external factor).

can = f (abi'lity - difficuity of environmental factor)

Holvever, the proposition "p can cause x" does not mean "p

causes x." Another factor, an unstable motivational factor must

also be considered, this being what the person is trying to do (his

intention) and how hard he is trying to do it (effort).

Neither "ability" nor "trying" are sufficient factors to cause

behaviour but in combination, "p can cause x" and "p tries to cause

x" does lead to "p causes x." Thus "if a task is easy, then even a

person lvith little ability can do it; if it is difficu'lt, the person

cannot do it unless he has great ability. 0r, lve may say, if a

person succeeds, then his ability must be greater than the environ-

mental difficulty; if he fails (and has maximal'ly exerted himsejf),

his abi'lity must be less than the environmental difficulty" (HeÍ-

der, p. 87).

However, in everyday 1ife, we want to know not only what the
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Sufficient conditions are for an effect to occur, but also v¡hether

what occurs is primarily due to internai or to external factors.

This distinction is vìta'l for a meaningful attrjbution of respon-

sibif ity.

Thus, when "p can do x because x is easy to do," or "p can do

x because p has great ability," the personal forces or internal

factors are believed to be permanently greater than the environ-

mental forces. 0n this basis, if on'ly one person fails or one suc-

ceeds out of a great number of persons attempting a task, the out-

come is attributed to internai factors. Alternately, if almost

everyone succeeds or fails, the outcome is attrìbuted to the task.

Throughout the theory as it has been presented, the emphasis

has been upon the indjviduaj's attempt to make hìs world meaningfu'l

through the use of stable dispositional factors to organize the

'invarj ances wi thi n each person 's worl d.

However, a relevant factor in the causal analysis of behaviour

is the variable environmental factor designated as "luck." It is

necessary for the person who is making attributions to consider this

temporary condition such that he will not distort the causal anaiysis

between the more permanent aspects of his world. In an attribution

to luck, the implication is that environmental or external factors

are prìmarily responsible for the outcome, and secondly, that these

factors are the product of chance. The condjtions which lead to an

attribution of luck are either consistency or varìability ìn per-

formance. For exampie; if a person succeeds only once in a great
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number of trials,'luck is considered to be the causal factor. Al-

ternateìy, if he fails oniy once and succeeds at other times, the

failure is attributed to bad luck.

It is now possible to review the process of attribution. "X

fails at a task." The questions which are asked: "lrlas the failure

caused by interna'l factors or by the environment?" or "l,Jas it due

to some stable disposition or variable factor or perhaps both?" Re-

phrasing these questions wjthin the language of the common man:

"l^las the failure due to somethìng about that person - was he not

trying or Ís he stupid?", or "Perhaps he failed because of a 'lack

of luck or the task was símp1y to difficult." Having raised these

questions, the person may attempt to resolve them either through

available inforntation on how others performed at the task, and/or

how he feels he would have performed, or he may reach a concJusion

with minimal or no information. It is only after attributìng

causality that it is possìble to posit respons'ibility to the person

or to the environment or to some combination of the tt¡lo.

Within this frame of reference, Heider deve'loped what can be

called stages or levels of perceived responsìblity. First, a person

can be held responsible for each and every effect that is ín any

sense related to him. At a second level, a person can be held

responsible for anything that is caused by hjm - i.e., that he was

a necessary condition for the action although he could not have

foreseen the outcome. (This level is similar to vrhat Piaget [lSSZ1

refers to as "objecti ve responsibi I i ty" because on'ly the beh.aviour,

not the motivation is considered.) Thirdly, the person is held
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responsible.for any consequence that he migh-u have foreseen even

though it r¡ras not related to his own goal and WaS not a part of his

causal frame of reference. For exampie, "p" is held responsible

for harming "o" although this was not his intent - he "should" have

been deterred from pursuing h'is goal by the possibility of harm to

"o", A fourth stage is perception of responsibility only urhen the

source of the behaviour js attributed to being internal - when the

outcome is the intended outcome. (Analagous to Piaget's "subjective

responsibi'lity. ") Finally, there is a stage r¡rhere even the person's

own motives are not entire'ly ascribed to him but are seen as having

their source ìn the environment. Because the environment is seen

as being coercive, the motive is only partially internal and re-

sponsibility for an action is distributed.

A final conceptual distinction to be considered in Heider's

theory ís based on Angyal's concepts of heteronomy and autonomy.

"Autonomy" refers to being "self-governed" whereas "heteronomy"

refers to being governed from the outside. Heteronomous forces

include both other persons and inanÍmate objects within the environ-

ment. Up until this point, external attributions have been con-

sidered primariiy from an impersonal perspective. This expficit

recognition of other peop'le as an external cause of behaviour Ís

often especially meaningful in analyz'ing interpersonal re'lationships.

Heider elaborated upon the heteronomous - autonomous djstinc-

tion in relation to what he describes as differences in enduring

perceptua'l attitudes which may affect attributions 'in any specìfic

situation. Thus some persons tend "on the r'lhole" to attribute the
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causes of events to themse'lf, or alternately, to outsjde sources.

Heider relates this distinction to Rosenzu¡eig's concept of intro-

pun'it'ive and extrapun'itive reactîons. The intropunitìve person is

inclined to blame himself for unfortunate events - i.e., he SCCS

to reacthimself as the cause, v/hereas the extrapunitìve is incline9

by blaming someone else or envíronmental circumstances.

Revievr of the Literature Related to Attribution Theor.v

Although Heider's major theoretical presentation of attribu-

tional theory appeared in 1958, it is only withjn the last several

years, as evidenced by the p'lethora of studjes in the area, that

attribution theory has become a major area of interest. The research

on attrÍbution theory can be rough'ly classified according to several

broad areas of concern: first, the research oriented toward the

study of factors motivating individuals to obtajn causally relevant

informationt second'ly, research directed at establishing the factors

that determine people's attributions; and thirdly' research reiated

to the effects of attributions upon subsequent behaviour. Although

the latter area is of primary importance for this present study,

the second focus has been the most thoroughly investigated area and

does contribute to an understand'ing of the attrjbution theory

approach. As such, an overview of both the second and third areas

of research will be presented.

Determinants of Attrìbution

Research on the determinants of attributions evidences the
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broad range of factors Which the "common man" includes in his

"naive causa'l analysis." For example, Thibault and Riecken (tSSS¡

found that the behaviour of high status actors was attributed to

internai factors. Jones, Rock, Shaver, GoethalS, and l,lard ('|968)

found that attributions vrere to ability when subjects performed weil

on early trials of a task. Feather (1961), Weiner (1970), l^leiner

and Kukla (1970) found that if outcomes r¡rere consistent wìth social

norms, task attr:ibutìons were made whereas performance at variance

with performance norms gave rise to internal attributions. Benion

(196.|) found that unstable or erratic outcomes tended to be attri-

buted to luck.

A finding whjch has received extensive support in the research

'literature (Johnson, Feigenbaum, & hle'iby, 1964; FÍtch, 1970', Frieze

& Weiner,197'l; Luginbuhl, Crowe, & Kahan, in press) is the tendency

for attributional judgements to reflect the positiv'ity or negativity

of an event. That is, consistent with Heiderìan theory, persons

attributed fa'ilure externally and success internaily.

The effect of subject's expectancìes as a determinant of

either internal or external attributions, while having received

extensiVe research, remaìnS unresolved. Research spearheaded by

Feather (Feather, 1965,66,67,68,69; Feather & Savilje, 1967;

Feather & Simon,1971) has shown that unexpected success or fai-

lure is attributed more externally than is expected success or

failure. The opposite results were found in research by Frieze

and t{einer, 1971, and Luginbuhl , 1972.
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The Problem of Hor,r Attributions Influence Behavior

Daryl Bem (1972) stated: "se1f-perception theory (read

'attribution theory') can get us from the stimulus manipulation to

the attribution. It cannot get us from the attribution to anything

beyond that" (p. 47). Bem is correct in his assertion in the sense

that attribution theorists have dealt primari'ly with the processes

whereby attributions are derived from informationai input, and have,

to date, not developed an adequate explication of how attributions

infl uence subseguent behaviour.

Kelley ('l g73), in his discussion of Bem's critìcism of the

current limitations of attribution theory, suggested that the "link
(between attributions and subsequent behaviour) seems to be char-

acterized by reasonableness and plausibi'lity. The person ordjnariTy

takes action appropriate to the meaning his causal ìnterpretation

gives to hi.s own or other's behavior.... The causal attribution

identifies the causes of certain effecis and forms the basis for

decisions about how to act in order to bring about the continuance

or discontinuance of these effects" (p. 126).

From Kelley's response, it is evídent that he appreciates

that Bem is not suggesting that attributions are unrelated to sub-

sequent behaviour. It is rather the íntervenÍng processes which

require further elaboration, and Kel'ley's comments are addressed to

this issue. Bem himself admits that "if one managed to alter an

individual's attitude or self-attribution, it is not unreasonable

to expect that this will induce cûnsequent changes in other response

systems" (p. 45).
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Although somewhat of a theoretical vacuum remains in respect

to the processes of how attributions affect subsequent behaviour,

several studies, which will now be reviewed, have demonstrated that

differential attributions do affect behaviour.

Consëquences of Di fferenti al Attributions

Several investigators (Phares, 1957; Jan'es & Rotter' 1958;

Rotter, Levenant, & Crowne,]961; Holden & Rotter' 1962) have studied

the effects of both reinforcement schedules during acquisition and

differential attributions of causal'ity on task perforlnance to either

skijl (internal) or luck (externa'l) factors upon trials to extinc-

tion. The results indicate much greater variabiiity in number of

extinction trials for the luck conditjon. In the ability attribution,

persons under 
.|00% reìnforcements extinguish at a significantly

slower speed than subiects under 50% reÍnforcement. This result is

consistent with the assumption that changing a self-perception from

high to low ab'if ity shou'ld take longer than from medium ability to

low ability. (The luck manipu'lation, as Weiner, Frieze, Kukia,

Kesh, & Rosenbaum,'l971, suggested, does injust'ice to the logic of

"common man.r' How could he accept that 100% reinforcement changing

to 0% reinforcement during extinction can be related to luck aione?)

The significance of the above studies is that attributions do

affect expectancies for future reinforcement, and as fulcArthur (1g12,

p. .|73) states: "it is certainly reasonable to assume that expec-

tancies for future behaviour would similarly vary w'ith the cause to

which prior behaviour is attributed. "
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Weiner and Kukla (.]970) assessed how school chìIdren worrld

reward or punish other students through a method of distribution of

"puníshing" or "re\n,arding stars" with the independent variable being

amounts of ability and amounts of effort exerted on a task. It was

found that children r,,tere pun'ished and rewarded more for either

limited or maximal effort output than they urere for differential

ability. Although both of the factors of ìnterest are interna'l

factors, abi'lity is a stable dispositional attribute urhereas effort

is variable. Again the importance of attribution in expìaÍning and

predictìng subsequent behaviour is evident.

Schachter and Singer (196?) initiated a Jine of research in-

vestigating the labelling of experienced emotions. They were able

to show that drug-induced autonomic arousal can be experienced as

eîther joy or anger dependìng upon situational factors when subiects

were unaware of the drugs' arousing effects. Subiects who were

aware of the arousing capacity of drugs evidenced no affective re-

action to the situatÍonal factors. Nisbet and Valins (1971) inter-

preted these resu'lts wîthìn an attributional perspective as evi*

dencîng that the subject's assignment of causality will effect the

direction and intensíty of the experienced emotions.

Strickland (1958), in a study which deals with determinants

and consequences of attribution simuJtaneousiy, found that if a

supervisor attributes lvorker production to hìs surveillance, he will

continue to monitor the worker's performance. In this situation,

surveÍllance is both a determinant and a consequence of causal

attribution. Valins (1966) in another experiment which dealt with
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both determinants and consequences of attributjon found that sub-

jects rated the attractjveness of pictures of semi-nude females

dìfferentia'l1y lvhen he provided the subiects with varying bogus

heart-rate feedback. These results were interpreted to suggest that

subjects sought a cause for heart-rate changes. In most cases the

reason was related or attributed to the specific picture. Having

made the attributjon, the subiects "persuaded themselves" that the

pictures were more attractive.

In a study by Storms and t'lisbet (1970), it was shown that

insomnia was reduced lvhen the insomniac reattributed the cause of

his sleep'lessness to external causes, namely, a drltg which was

i njected

More direct'ly related to the focus of this presentation are

several studies on the effect of differential attribution upon

altruistic behaviour. Thibault and Riecken's study (.|955) found

that high status benefactors Were better liked. This can be inter-

preted as a resu'lt of differential attributions of causalìty. When

a high status person is generous, his behaviour is attributed more

to internal causes and he is well liked. When a Same status person

is generous his behaviour is attributed more to external causes

and he is less urell liked.

Goranson and Berkowitz (1900) showed the effects of attribution

c'lear'ly through the foi'lowing technique. A fel low subiect (confed-

erate) frelped a subject to complete a dull task. This help was

provided eìther voluntarily or because of a request by the experi-

menter. As there were no external sufficient reasons for the
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voluntary help, internal attribution was assumed. Next

subject had an opportunity to rec'iprocate, the subiect

the volunteer to a greater degree.

Rotter's interna'l Versus External Locus of Control

when the

hel ped out

So far, the discussion has focussed on Heider's schema for

causal attributions. Tuo points should be noted. First, the im-

portance he assigns to the distinction between jnternal and exter-

nal causes of behaviour. And, second, his concern with how causes

are assigned in specific sÍtuations. He did, however, suggest that

people may develop generalized tendencies to attribute events in

various situations in a sinÍlar manner. In other words, some

ind'ividuals have a propensity toward internal attributions, while

others have a propensity toward external attributions. These pro-

pensities seem akin to what Rotter calls internal versus external

locus of control.

Social learning theory (Rotter, Jg54, 
,]955, 

]960) provides the

theoreticaj basis for the development of Rotter's concept. This

theory suggests that a relnforcement acts to strengthen an expec-

tancy that a particular event will be fol'lowed by reinforcement in

the future. As such, when'indiv'iduals perceive that a reinforcer

follows from, or is contingent upon his own behaviour or attributes,

he perceives a causal re'lation between his behaviour and the reward.

Provided he perceives this causal relationship to continue to be

operative, over tjme he deveiops a generaiizecl expectancy that the

rewards he obtains are under his control. He develops an internal
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locus of control. Conversely, if he does not perceive a relation

between his behaviour and his rewards, over time he devejops a

genera'lized expectancy that his rewards are controlled by factors

external to himself such as 'luck, chance, or other persons. He

develops an external locus of control.

Such genera'lized expectancies develop through a reinforcement

history. As a result of many specific situations, persons come to

perceive their behaviour as causally related or not related to the

outcomes of their behaviour. Once these general tendencies are

developed, it is suggested that they combine vrith specific expec-

tancies in a situation to determine choice behaviour.

Severaj tests to measure persons' genera'lized expectancies

have been developed. The best known is Rotter's l.E. or Locus of

Control Scale



CHAPTER TII

THE THESIS PROBLEM

l'lithin the general framework al ready,.fliscussed in Chapter

II, the present thesis examines the tendenc'ies of utrongdoers to

aggress against their punishers. The genera'l orientation suggests

that reta'lÍatory aggression wilj be a function of attributions

about both why the wrongdoer failed and why the dísciplinarian

assìgned punishment. These attrîbutions should be influenced by

the person's pe.rsona'lity, especially his internal or external Jocus

of control. These problems will be more ful'ly addressed in this

chapter so that specific hypotheses can be advanced.

Tas kAttri buti ons Regardi ng Failure and Subsequent Aggression

Hypothesis 0ne: When persons attribute their misdeeds to

internal (rather thari external) causes,Jhey r¡rill be l.ess.apt tg

subsequently aggress ggainst their punisher. The following argu-

ments can be advanced to support this prediction. When a urrongdoer

seems himself as responsible for this misdeed, he undoubtedly sees

his punishment as more reasonable. A number of studies have found

that the magnitude of aggressive behaviour which ís determined by

frustration appears to increase when no suffjcient jus'bification

for the frustration (no appropriate external factors in the

24
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situation to attribute causality) was apparent. Pastore's (1950,

1952) work has already been cited. It was found (Jones & Davis,

'|965) that subjects vrere less likely to react negativeiy toward a

person who rejected them when they felt that their own behaviour

(internal attribution) m'Ìght merit rejection than when the reiection

seemed inappropriate. Epstein and Taylor (1OOZ1 found that counter-

aggression Was less after Severe attack when the victim felt that

the aggression lvas merited than when no aggression occurred but the

victim was aware of the aggressor's intent to be unreasonably

aggressi ve.

These studies seem to suggest that the meaning of punishment,

like the meanìng of frustratjon or even aggressive behaviour, de-

pends upon the perceived reJevance of the total situat'ion. As such,

if punishment followed faìlure at a task where the failure is attri-

buted to internal factors, then the punishment may be perceived as

justice - the punishment may be seen as having been deserved, or at

least, perhaps not totally ìnappropriate because the person per-

ceived h'imself as responsible. The punishment is related in a

comprehensibJe manner to the stimulus situation or the total per-

ceptual field.

Hor"¡ever, if the failure is attributable to factors external

to the person, then harm or puníshment cannot be perceived as

justifiable - the person phenomenolog'icaiiy not having failed since

he does not accept responsibility, and as such the punishment may

be perceived as an unreasonable attack, as aggression. "Counter-

aggression" would seem predìctable as a possible response.
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Attri but i ons Concerning the Punishing Agen]'s Behaviour and Sub-

sequen! Aggression

H.vpothesis Two: lnjhen persons attribute a punishing agent5

behaviour to extêrnal (rather than i nternal ) cause:, Ihg¡ r4r'iJ l-be

less apt to subsequently aggress against the punisher. This predic-

tion evolved out of a synthesjs and logicai extension of both attri-

bution theory and the research related to arb'itrary - non-arbitrary

frustration (See Pastore, .l950, 'l952; Cohen, 1955)

Basic to the argument relative to Hypothesis One is that

subjects who attribute their behaviour (misdeeds) to internal factors

will feel more responsÍble for their outcomes. Similarly, jf a

punisher's behaviour is attributed to factors internal to hÍmself,

he will be seen to be responsible. Conversely, when a pun'isher is

foilowing orders, attribution of causality is externa'l and he should

not be seen to be responsible - he being no more than a veh'icle

vrithout any 'intent to punish or harm.

Pastore, in his discussion of arb'itrary - non-arbìtrary frus-

tration, cites the example of a bus driver who drives past a person

waiting for a bus. If the bus is empty, the person attributes

causality for the driver's behaviour to internal disposit'ionaj

factors - hostility, carelessness, etc., the consequence beíng

feelings of anger or possible aggression. If the bus is fuli, the

driver's behaviour is attributed to external factors - he cannot

accept more passengers than bus regulations allow, etc. An aggres-

sive response is unfikely. The cited example is analagous to a

punisher who is seen either to be personaily responsible, or is
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seen to be mere'ly following orders within limited freedom to alter

his behaviour.

Consistent wjth attributìon theory, it is therefore proposed 
.

that if subjects perceive a punisher to be following orders - attri-

buting the punishment to factors external to the punishing agent,

they will not see him to be responsible for his behaviour and there-

fore will react less aggressively toward him as compared to a pun-

'ishing agent whose behaviour is attributed to ìnternal factors -

who they perceive to be personally responsible.

Locus of Control and Attributìons for Task FaÍlure

Hvpothesis Three: When interna'ls (compared w'ith externals)

as measured on Rotler's locus of control scale ,

they lvill be more prone to attribute their failure to internal

causes. The nexus between Heider's analysis of causal attributions

in specific situations and Rotter's I.E. dimension has already been

broached in Chapter II. l,Jhen persons tend as a r,vhole to see the

Wor]d as "self-governed" - autonomous attribution or interna'J iocus

of control, or as "gOVerned from the outside" - heteronomouS attri-

bution or external locus of control, their ovemiding "perceptual

sty1e" or "phenomenaj frame of fefefence" may tend to attenuate or

exacerbate attributions in specific situations. Thus a person vrho

sees his life as general'ly control'led by factors outside himself

such as by luck or polverful other may tend to attribute a task out-

come to external factors even though within the specific context an

internal attribution rltould seem to be most appropriate - i.€-,
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information obtained by the person from the environment suggests that

he is in fact responsible, that he is causing the outcome because of

factors internal to himself. In such a s'ituation, the specific attri-

bution might be attenuated - 'i .e., person fee'ling less responsible

for the outcome of his behaviour. Conversely, a person whose genera'l

orientation or "perceptual sty1e" ìs towards autonomous attributions

might assume some responsibility for an outcome whîch in the specific

context appears to be externally caused - extefnal attribution:

0n1y two studies, both of which are currently Ín press; ad-

dress themsejves to the possible relatjonships between locus of

control (using Rotter's I.E. Scale) and attribution-

Sosis (in press) found that internals on Rotter's I.E. Scale

ass'igned significant'ly more respons'ibility to a defendent in an

automob'i'le accident scenario than did externals. Furthermore, be-

cause the interna'ls attributed the outcone to the defendent, they

judged the defendent more harshly in terms of punishment than did

externa'ls.

Luginbuhl et a'|. (in press) found no reJationship between

locus of contro'l and subiects' attributions to either internal or

external factors on a performance task. However, they offered no

explanat'ion for the obtained results. l,lhi'le no direct relationship

was found between subjects' attributions and locus of control, they

did find evidence that the stabii'ity - instability dimension within

both the internal and external dÌmensions tended to confound the

results relative to internal - external attributions. The author

of this thesís raises the possibility that the subjects' locus of
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control may be a mediating variabie whjch affects subiects' tendency

to attribute causa'lity to either the stable or unstable factors

within the internal and external dimensions. For example, internals

might tend to attribute their outcome more to effort (unstable

factor) whereas externals might tend to attribute causa'lit¡r to

abìlity (stab'le factor) because externals míght tend to perceive

ability as a factor over lvhich they have no control. As both abiiity

and effort are internal factors, no effect of locus of control would

be evident in terms of external and jnternal attribution.

It is difficult to move beyond the proposed expianation other

than to raise the possìbility that the situational determillants were

preponderant to the extent that the effects of subiects' generalized

expectancies were so attenuated that their effect was not statis-

tìcal1y evìdent. If so, the outcome of thÍs research taken in con-

junction with the Sosis study would suggest that Rotter's locus of

control may affect subjects' causal attributions in many experimental

settings.

Locus of Control_ ànd AggiêsSi ve Behavi our

If interna'ls attribute failure to internal causes (Hypothesis

Three) and attributing failure to internal causes reduces subsequent

aggressive behaviour (Hypothesis Trvo), then Hypothesis Four follows.

l-lypothèsiS Foúi: As rhêasurêd ön Rotter'S locys of control

dimension, internals (compared lvìth externals) will be 'less aggres-

sive_toward their punishing agent. The I.E. literature is worth

reviewing with regard to this hypothes-is. Among over 850 studies
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of immediate relevance to the locus of control construct (cited

in reviews of the research by Rotter,1966; Lefcourt, 1966,197?;

Joe, 1971, and in bibliographies prepared by Throop & l4acDonald,

1971; MacDonal d, 1972a, 1972b, 1973) onìy three studies which

explored the relationship of 'locus of control and aggressíveness

were found.

The obtained results of two of the studies, BrÍsset and

Nowicki (.l973) and Vantress and InJilliams (ISOS¡, are consistent

with Hypothesis Four. The third study, Davis and Mettee (.l97i),

found internals tended to be more aggressíve than externals when

aggressing against "others" after having obtained performance feed-

back on a task they were performing.

The Brisset and Nowicki and the Davis and Mettee study have

particular relevance to the current study because both used desÍgns

which are quite similar to each other and'in many respects paralleled

the design employed in the present thesis.

In both studies, subjects were required to participate in an

ambiguous task and bogus feedback was provided.

The Brisset and Nowicki study provided failure feedback to

all subjects - suggest'ing that the subject had performed poorly

relative to the performance norm. The manipulation was to effect a

failure reaction, and the prediction was that internals should

respond in a more constructive manner to frustration because of

their beliefs as to their personal competencies. Externals, it was

argued, saw frustrating experiences such as the task as insurmount-

able and would therefore evidence greater frustration, Using the
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child - waterhouse Frustration Inventory, 'it was found that exter-

nals were sìgnificantiy more aggressive. Furthermore, externals

evidenced significantly more negative outcomes in the responses to

the Thematic Apperception Test.

The Davis and Mettee study used a 2 x 2 x 3 design (internal

external - locus of control / no feedback - positive feedback -

negative feedback / seif - other target of aggression). Their fjnd-

ings relevant to the current study are that externals aggressing

against the "other" target were the most aggressive group in the no

feedback condjtion and were apparently the least aggressÍve group

in the negative feedback condition. (As the study provides no means

relative to the specific groups' aggressiveness, it is difficult to
ascertain the exact outcomes which are reJevant to the present study.

The theoretical rationale that Davis and Mettee proposed in

presenting their hypotheses, all of which vrere confirmed, is that

externa'ls shoujd be more willing than internals to aggress against

others. If no information about task performance Ís present, these

tendencies should be manifest. Hor¡¡ever, where information about

task performance is present, these tendencies should be reversed

because the information serves as a cue which defines a sìtuation

as one ca]ling for the ìmposition of aggressive constraints. These

aggressive restraints are supposedly developed through socialization

pressures which are brought to bear in the person's'learnîng hístory

as he fol'lows his general propensity to aggress against his "appro-

priate" target - i.e., internals against "seJf," externa'ls against

"others . "
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It is the author's suspÍcion that the Davis and Mettee ex-

planation of ihe effects of outcome information upon aggressiveness

deve'loped out of post hoc analysis of their part'icular results'

the Davis and Mettee study requìred subiects to indicate theìr

expectancies as to how well they lvoujd perform fo'llowing four "prac-

tîce trials" at the task but no mention was made of findings obtained

relative to subjects' ratings. Furthermore, outcomes in re'lation to

the "other" had no rational connectíon to the subject task behaviour,

and the occasion of the aggress'ion Was an intemuption by the ex-

perimenter during the task at which time he asked the subjects to

choose some level of aggressìon for e'ither h'imself or the "other."

In summary, the explanations proferred by Davis and l4ettee

appear somewhat inconsistent with the general locus of control theory

and the other cited research, the exp'lanations perhaps having been

developed following results whjch arose out of a problematÍc experi-

mental design

Thesìs Predictions - Summary

The following were the proposed hypotheses:

I'lhen persons attribute theìr misdeeds to internal (rather than

external) causes, they wî11 be Jess apt to subsequentiy aggress

against their punisher.

When persons attribute a punishing agent's behaviour to external

(rather than internal) causes, they v¡ill be less apt to subse-

quently aggress against the punisher.

trlhen internals (compared wlth externals) as measured on Rotterrs

1.

2.

3.
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locus of control scale experience failure, they w'i11 be more

prone to attribute their failure to internal causes.

4. As measured on Rotter's locus of control dimension, interna'ls

(compared lvith externals) will be less aggressive toward their

punishìng agent.



CHAPTER IV

METHOD

Overview

A final sample of 80 introductory psychology students urere

used as subjects in this survey. Rotter's I.E. Scale was adminis-

tered to each participant. Upon arriving in the laboratory, sub-

jects were asked to solve seven anagrams. Half the subjects were

led to believe their performance on the anagram task lvould be pri-

mariiy due to internal factors (i.e., their own effort and ability).

The other half of the subjects were led to believe their performance

on the anagram task would be primarily due to external factors (i.e.,
'luck and the difficulty of the task). Since it was impossible to

solve most of the anagrams, the subjects inevitably failed. They

were punished by a confederate who posed as another subiect. In one

condition the confederate was personally responsible for the punish-

ment he administered; Ín a second condition the confederate was

mereiy carying out the experimenter's orders so he lvas not respon-

sible for the punishment he administered. The subiect and confed-

erate went onto a second paired associate learnt'ng task wjth the

subject serving in the role of the teacher. In this situation, the

subject could administer aversive no'ise to the confederate. The

frequency and jntensíty of the subiect's blasts were used as a mea-

sure of retaliatory aggression. Supplementary data were collected

34
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at various points in the experiment and al'l subiects were debrjefed.

A 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design was used with ten subiects in

each cell. The. three variab'les of interest were externai versus

internal attribution for failure at a task (abi'lity-effort and luck-

task difficulty instructions), responsible versus non-responsible

punisher, and internal versus external locus of control. Alj three

varÍables were of a between subjects, fixed effect nature.

S ubje cts

The initial sample of subiects for the experjment lvas 97 male

students participat'ing in experiments within the Department of

Psychology at the University of lulanitoba as part of the requirements

for the Introductory Psychology course. 0f the 97 subiects, 16 urere

eliminated from the subject sample on the basis of post-experjmental

debrìefing, and one subject left because he did not wish to partici-

pate in a study which involved punishment. Fourteen of the 16 sub-

jects were rejected on the basis of the-ir expressed suspic'ion as to

the nature of the study, one was rejected because of hearing diffi-
culties and one was rejected because he failed to cooperate with the

experimental instructions. All the subiects were run during the

second term of a year long course. Perhaps the students' experiences

during their Psychology course help explain why l6 subjects expressed

suspicion. Many students had seen a fjlm of Milgram's obedience

experiment; others had previously part'ic'ipated in research involving

clecepti on , and the I i ke.

0f the 16 subjects, 2 were externals (I.E.) in the Luck-task
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d'ifficulty responsjble punìsher condition, 4 were internals in the

same conditìon; I was an external'in the Luck-task difficujty non-

responsible pun'isher condit'ion, 2 l,rere internals in the same condi-

tion; 3 were externals in the Ability-effort responsible punisher

condition, 2 were internals in the same condition; 2 were externals

in the Ability-effort non-responsib'le condition, no ìnternals in the

Abjlity-effort non-respons'ible pun'isher conditjon were rejected.

Apparatus and Labolatory- Settinq

The laboratory was set up such that the subiect and the

subject-confederate sat at opposing ends of a large table. A divider

r,rith a narrow slot at its base separated the two subjects making it

impossible for them to see each other. The audio equipment was set

up at one end of the tabie. It was set up such that the taped

instructions, the instructions through the microphone, and the

blasts of whìte noise cou'ld be presented through headphones wìth a

minimum of switching. The headphones were mobile and could be moved

from one end of the table to the other. The aud'io equipment also

included d'ials for determining the number and ìntensity of the noise

blasts to be administered.

The Noise Generator used had a maximum intensity of approxi-

mately 124 decìbels. However, a survey of the results of studies

on dangers of high intensìty no'ise in various issues of the Journai

of Acoustic Research and in Glass and Sìnger's (1OlZ7 Urbun ¡r,'.*
led the present author to select an intensity be'low that used in

much of the research on the effects of noise. The noise'intensity
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selected as the punishing stimulus u,as approximately 108 decibe'ls.

This level, compared to the noise stressors used'in the research

cited by Glass and Singer, is avers'ive but safe.

A schematic diagram of the equipment setup and of the labora-

tory ìayout are provided in Appendix A and B respectively. The

equipment used in the experìment lvas a Grason-Stadler 901-B Noise

Generator, a Hitachi Dolby Cassette Recorder vlith microphones,

Superex Headphones, a .l00-c Hunter Interval Timer, a PedaTine Foot

Switch and a stopwatch

Tests

The Rotter I.E. Personality Scaie (Rotter, 1966) vras adminis-

tered to assess subjects tendency to see their worlds as being under

their or,vn control (internal) or under control of factors outside of

themselves such as iuck and powerful others (external). The I.E.

Scale Ís presented in Appendix C.

The i.E. Scale has fairly consistently evidenced test-retest

reliability coefficients for one to two month intervals in the range

of .48 to .84 (Joe, 1971). Rotter (1966) reported good discriminant

validity for his Scaie as indicated by 1ow corre'lations vríth such

variables as întelligence, social desirability, and politlcal affili-
ation. Joe ('197'|) cited more recent research whìch partially sup-

ported Rotter's (1900) tin¿ings in reference to the Scale's dis-

crìminant valíd'ity. It shoujd be noted, however, that in the last

several years Rotter's Scale has been frequently criticized - par-

ticularly in its seeming relatÍonship to sociaJ desirabilìty (Joe,

1971, and bibliographìes prepared by MacDonal d,, 1972a, 1g72b, 1g7g,
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and T.hroop & I,'lacDonald, l97l ).

Performance Task

The subjecbs first laboratory task was the so1ution of 7 ana-

grams, 3 of lvhich were to be solvabJe at not more than 50% level of

difficulty and 4 of r,¡hich were to be insolvable. initial ly ONERSP,

ERR0PP, and ONEASS were chosen as the solvable anagrams as these had

been found to be solvable at the 50% level of difficulty for college

students (Petzel & Gynther, 
.l970). 

However, pilot data suggested

that these anagrams were too difficult and as such, the anagrams

which the author developed were SLOOHC, L,JELYOL, and RFATHE. Pilot

data suggested that these were solvable at approxinra'be'ly the 33%

level of difficulty, a level deemed suitable for the experimental

procedures. Three of the other four anagrams, ALSEGT, 0PUSGI\, and

EMAGLE urere taken from Feather's 1966 list of insolvable anagrams

and one P0SLUP, ivas developed by the author, it also being insolvable.

The anagrams were presented in the foi'lowing order: OPUSGN,

SLOOHC, POSLUP, Ì,JELY0L, RFATHE, EFIAGLE, ALSEGT (See Appendix D for

the Anagram Task which was used).

Testi ng Procedure

Volunteers for the experiment tvere requested from classes

which had completed Rotterrs I.E. Scale several nonths before the

experiment as part of an independent research project. As several

subjects had not compìeted the I.E. but had, nevertheless, vo'lun-

teered, these subjects completed the ï.E. Scale immediateiy upon

enterjng the laboratory.
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The separation of subiects into external or internaì groups

uras based upon a medìan split - scores of ll or above be'ing externai

and l0 or less being internal.

Laborâtory. Piócêdure

An equal number of internal and external subjects were randomly

assigned to one of the foilowìng treatment groups: (1) abilìty-

effort (internal attribut'ion for task failure) - responsible punisher

group; (2) abif ity-effort - non-responsìb1e punisher group; (3) iuck-

task difficu]ty (external attribution for task failure) - responsible

punisher group; and (4) luck-task difficu'lty - non-responsible pun-

isher group. 0n the basis of the random assìgnment, the experimenter

piaced the appropriate instructional tape on the tape-recorder - a

differing tape having been prepared for each of the four treatment

groups.

The experimenter then entered the subiect waìting room and

advised the experÍmental subiect and the confederate-subject to

enter the laboratory and to be seated on chairs provided on one side

of the laboratory. The experimenter then read the followìnq intro-

duction to the experiment:

ï wish to welcome you both to the experìment. I hope
you find it interesting. The experiment is a combination of two
smaller experiments dealing w'ith learning tasks and with the poss-
ible effects of relvard and punishment - not a strange area in
psychology as you probably both know.

Because I am studying the effects of reward and punÍsh-
ment on your future performance at the same or a reJated task to
the one in which you wiì1 first be participating, you wi1'l both be
rbquired to participate in a learning task as a subiect on tlvo
occas i ons .
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These tlo tasks may not follow each other directly since
this allows the possibilìty of assessing vrhether closely spaced
versus rvidely späced times between tasks makes a dìfference.

I wish to inform you at this point that as the experiment may

involve pun'Îshment for you, You may ieave now if.you so desire.
You may aJso leave at any point during the experìment ìf you so
desire- and this wìll not prevent you from receiving your experi-
mental credits.

I would appreciate that you be yourself and act in a way that
you fee'l is natural . Once the experiment 'is completed, You can and
undoubtedly wi'li return to your conventÍonal behaviour, but u¡hile
in the experiment, I would appreciate that you act i'n,a way that
you w'ish.' I want to further emphasÍze that what you do in the ex-
þeriment wi'I1 be held in strìct confidence and in no way can affect
your grade in your psycho'logy course.

The rationale for these general ìnstructìons ìdas first to

allow the subiect the option to jeave the experiment if he did not

lvish to particÍpate; secondly, they were meant to establish a cog-

nitive set in the subjects where they considered the implications

of reward and punishment on a "learning task," and thirdly, they

Were meant to free, to a degree at least, the subiect from everyday

inhìbition to react aggress'ively (if he felt like acting that r,ray)

in an alien and structured setting such as the laboratory.

To always assign the subiect as the problem-solver in the

first task in an apÞarentJy ¡andqrq manner, the experimenter then

flipped a coin which had a leaded edge. Thus the experimenter

always knew r¡rhich side was up. Before revealing the coin he could

then suggest for example, that if it were heads the subiect would

partìcipate as the learner în the first task and the subiect-

confederate would serve in the teacher role, and that these roles

would be reversed for the next learnjng task.
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The subject and the subject-confederate were then d'irected to

opposite ends of the table. In front of the confederate was a set

of headphones, the noise producer, and a microphone. The experírnenter

"explained" the operation of the equipment to the subject-confederate

and then indicated that as the subject's prospective performance on

the learning task might be such as to necessitate punishment, he

should sample the punishment at differing leveìs such that he r¡rould

know what type of punishment he might be presenting. The subjects'

cottld hear some sound as the confederate tested the noise generator.

(During the pilot study, pilot subjects hesitated to "blast" the

confederate-subject because they feìt he had no knolledge of the

intensity of the blasts which he presented to them.)

The subject was then instructed to put on the headphones and

to pay close attention to the taped'instructions which he wouid be

hearing. The instructions explained the anagram task indicating that

the subject would be rewarded or punished depending upon how he per-

formed. These instructions served to manipulate the subjects' attri-
butions of why they failed and to influence their perceptions of

confederate's responsìb'ility in administerjng punishment. Because

the confederate did not hear the taped instructions, he was not

aware whether subjects were in the "ability-effort" or the ',luck-

task difficulty" treatment groups.

Following the completion of the taped instructjons, the con-

federate (through the microphone into the subject's headphones) told

him he would now be giving him the Anagram Task, that he would have

20 seconds to complete each one and that he was not to turn to the
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next anagram in the book'let until he advised him to "turn." The

confederate then gave the subject the Anagram Task via the slot in

the divider. The Task was then completed as per the instructions.

Following the experimenter's Verbal suggestion, the confederate

requested the completed Anagram Task and corrected jt. The confed-

erate, after about l5 seconds, indicated the score vrhich the subject

had obta'ined. The confederate had been informed as to whether the

treatment tvas a "responsibJe" or a "non-responsible punisher." fn

the "responsible punisher" treatment, the confederate advised the

subject that he felt the subject had failed and should be pun'ished.

Similarly, in the "non-responsìble punisher" treatment, the experi-

menter advised the subject that he had failed and would be punìshed

(See independent VArj-gÞlSJ- for wording of instructions). The con-

federate then administered the punishment. The punishment itself

was always six blasts of medium-high intensity (c. 10S db1s.) of .5

second duration.

The experimenter then 'indicated that this completed the first
part of the experiment and that both subiects would be required to

fill out two questîonnalres. The subiect was gìven Quéstìonnaire A -

Ail Anagram Subiects and QueStionnaire B - Anagram SÙbiects l¡lho Igil.
These questionnaires Were desígned to assess the subjects feelings

tovrard the confederate as wel'l as to check on the success of the

manipuiations of the independent variables. (They are díscussed in

the section on Independent l,lanipulation Check and Dependent Measures

and are provided in Append'ix E and F respectively.)

The rationale for usÍng the anagrams task was that it has been
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used prevìous1y in the manner outlined (Petzel & Gynther,.|970) with

apparent success. Further, research by Feather (lg0O, 1967, 
.|969)

had shown that attributions aS to outcomes seem to involve both

internal and externaj factors * i.e., that solving anagrams is the

type of task whose outcome can be readily attributed to internal or

external attributions. Feather did not manipulate the actual attri-

bution - his interest was rather which attribution was made as a

function of differential expectancy to succeed or fail, as wejl aS

dìfferential outcome - success or failure.

Studies by Holden and Rotter (196?), James and Rotter (1958),

Ryckman, Stone, and Elam (lg7l), Phares (1957), Rotter, Liverant'

and Crowne (196.l), lnJeiner (,l970) do suggest that differing tasks can

be perceived as having their outcomes control'led by skill factors

or luck factors. However, none of these studies used anagrams as

the experimental task.

The experimenter then indicated that the next part of the

experiment was a paired-associate learning task, and the purpose

was to assess the effects of punishment on performance. The experi-

menter then suggested that as the subject-confederate had been the

teacher on the first section of the experiment, he would now serve

as the learner.

The subject and the subiect-confederate changed places and

the subject was shown a list of twelve pairs of words which r¡roujd be

given to the subject-confederate to memorize. The experimenter then

gave the subject-confederate the list of paired words (See Appendix

G) and was told that he would have three minutes to memo¡ize the
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words. He lvas further adyìsed that should he make errors, he would

be punìshed after an error \^,as made, and following completion of

the list, he could re-study the iist for an addítional 30 seconds

and then the other subiect would present the l'ist aga'in.

The experìmenter then showed the subject how to ìncrease the

intensity of the noÍse generator, where to press to activate the

noise blast, and how to switch the microphone on and off, etc.

The experimenter then ind-icated that the subiect was to read

the words on the left side of the lìst to the confederate-subiect

one at a time. If the confederate gave the correct assoclate, he

was to go to the next word. If not, he was to punish the person at

whatever intensity 1eve1 and w'ìth however many blasts as he felt

was appropriate with a maximum of .l0. 
The subject utas then asked

to read the fol'lowing instructions to the confederate through the

mi crophone.

l{hen I read you a word, you are to tell me the word which is
associated with it. Tf you are correct, I wi'|l proceed to the next
v¡ord. If you are incorect, I wiìi tell you the correct word and
then present a pun'ishment to you at some'level of intensìty between
one and ten. I wì11 give you betlveen one and ten blasts at the
Jeve'l I choose. If you make errors you can study the list again,
and then we will try the list again.

The experjmenter meanwhile got the learning list from the

subject-confederate (who had a duplicate with a prescribed list of

emors and correct response) and gave it back to the subiect.

The subject-confederate gave six correct responses to the

task during the first presentation, and l0 correct responses during

the second, thereby alloling for eight opportunitjes for the subiect

to punish the confederate. (The confederate manipulated a sv¡itch
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on the headphones which markedly reduced the intensity of the noise

blasts although at higher intensities they remained audible to the

subject on the other end of the table.)

In the first experiment, the experìmenter was sitting in such

a way that he cou'ld see both the subject and the subiect-confederate.

Returnìng to this location, the experimenter could see the intensity

settings on the noise generator chosen by the subjects. Intensìty

and number of b'lasts were recorded

Fol1owìng the completion of the paired-assocîate task, the

experimenter suggested that at this juncture in the experìment he

wished to speak with each of them individualiy to obtain their views

as to what they fejt about the study up to this point. As the con-

federate-subject was located closer to the laboratory door, it vras

suggested that he shot¡ld step out while the experìmentern spoke with

the subject.

During the interview with the subject, the experimenter

attempted to ascertain whether the subject was susp-icious of the

experimentaj manipulations and deceptions. The subiects were asked

what they feJt the purpose of the study was, whether they feit they

had deserved the punishment they received, lvhether they felt that the

other subject had presented a too intense punishment or whether he

should have foltowed orders, whether they felt that they had re-

ceived the worst deal in terms of punishment, whether they felt

that the experiment may have had other goals besides studying learn-

ing behaviour, whether they had seen or heard of any studies which

were similar to th'is experiment, whether they knew the "other
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subject," etc.

If during this questioning the subiect seemed to be suspicious,

this was pursued. If in fact the subiect indicated suspicion, he

was eliminated from the subject sample.

The subiects urere then debriefed in detail with the purpose of

the experiment being fu1ly exp'lained to them. They lvere requested

to refraín from discuss'ing the experiment with any of their friends

or classmates. They were further informed that if they were jnter-

ested in the experimental outcome, they shou'ld leave theìr addresses

with the experimenter and a letter outlining the results would be

fonlarded to them in several months time. This letter can be found

in Appendix H.

Independent Variables

The tape-recorded ínstructions which were deyeJopecl to affect

subjects' attributions for task failure to either interna'l factors

(ability-effort condition) or to external factors (Juck-task diffi-
cul ty) read as fol I olvs:

Ability-effort condition. In a minute you wì11 be presented
with a am is a series of scrambled letters
which can be arranged correctiy to make up a meaningful Engl'ish word.
No doubt al I of you have attempted anagrams at one tjme or another.
You know that some sets of Jetters can easily be formed into words
very quickly. Some sets of Jetters seem almost lmposslbie to form
lnto words no matter holv long you look at it. Because this differ-
ence between different sets of Jetters and between the way the
letters are scrambled is ìmportant for understanding learning pro-
cesses, it has been the subject of a lot of research by psycho'lo-
gists. Your involvement today is a continuation of this research;
this experiment being involved'in the studying of the effects of
reurard and punishment on a carefully selected group of anagrams
which have already been used in previous research by Dr. N. Feather
in 1966,1967, and 1968, and by Drs. Tom Petzel and Malcolm Gynther
in 1970.
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Your success jn dealing with the anagrams vle present to you
today wil'l be 'largely a matter of skil I or ability. Sometimes
solving anagrams is partially a matter of luck and partially due to
the difficulty of the particu'lar anagrams. But in this experiment
we have largely eliminated both of these factors. That your success
rvil'l depend largely upon your abílity is true because of the experi-
menta'l conditions and the way in which we have selected and assigned
the anagrams. First, the solution of some anagrams seems inherently
more dependent on ski'l'l and persistence than on good fortune. Sec-
ond, based on past research, we have been able to select the ana-
grams using procedures whjch eliminated any randomness t¡¡hich could
lead to chance factors affecting the outcome. Furthermore, we rea-
lize that anagrams vary in their dífficulty. Some anagrams are so
easy that anyone with any degree of ability seems to find the solu-
tion. 0thers are so djfficult that hard'ly anyone can solve them.
I^le have eliminated all such very easy and extremely difficulty ana-
grams today. Instead we are presenting every subject 'in the experi-
ment with known difficulty levels. Therefore, âflV differences in
the way subiects perform will be due to their own ability and effort
and will not be due to the chance factor of getting anagrams of
different levels of diffìcu1ty. Thus, you should now understand
that your success or failure on the anagrams has been carefully con-
tro'lled so that it is almost completely a matter of the level of
ability or skill which you possess. To find out the exact role
which the ability or effort plays in the u,ay we are running the
experiment today we did an earlìer pilot study along the same lines
as this one. l¡le have already analyzed our data using an analysis
of variance technique. I know you may not understand completely
what ís meant by such a statistical procedure. in essencer ôn ân:
alysis enables a psychologist to estimate how much each of several
independent variables contríbutes to the way people behave in an
experiment. It was found that the outcomes on the anagrams which
you wì1i be given was slightly more than 80% due to skill or ability
and only 20% due to luck or task difficu'lty. So I would hope that
you work hard.

Luck-task diffic! ty qond'ition. In a minute you wiil be pre-
sented ram is a series of scrambled
letters which can be amanged correctly to make up a meaningful
English word. No doubt all of you have attempted anagrams at some
time or another. You know that some sets of letters can easily be
formed into words very quickly almost as if the word was looking at
you. Some sets of jetters seem almost impossible to form into a

word no matter how long you look at it. Because thís difference
between different sets of letters and between the way the letters
are scrambled is of importance for understanding learning processes,
it has been the subject of a'lot of research by psycho'logists. Your
involvement today is a continuation of this research, this experi-
ment being invoived in the study'ing of the effects of relvard and
punishment on a carefully selected group of anagrams whjch have
already been used in previous research by Dr. N. Feather in 'l966,

1967, and 1968, and by Drs. Tom Petzel and Malcoim Gynther Ìn 1970.
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Your success in deal'ing with the anagrams we present to you
today will be large'ly a matter of luck. Sometimes solving anagrams
is pãrtia1'ly a matter of skill but in.this experiment we have largely
el iíninated the skil l factor. That your success w'il I depend l argely
on iuck is true because of the experimental condjtions and the way
in lvhjch we have selected and assigned the anagrams. Based on past
research we have been able to select two types of anagrams; first,
the solution of some anag'rams seems inherently more dependent on
chance and good fortune than on ability. People are just able to
solve such anagrams or they canrt. For some reason forming these
particular jetters into a word is independent of the abì1ity of the
person tryìng to solve the anagì"4m. Second, we have selecied some
anagrams which vary in thejr difficu'lty. Some of these anagrams are
so easy that everyone finds the solution unless they are very un-
1ucky. Furthermore, wíth some of these easy anagrams the letters
are arranged so that you only need to change two or at the most
three letters to arrive at a solution. 0ther anagrams are so diffi-
cult that no matter how much ability you have, you won't find a

solution unless you are very, very lucky

In deciding how many difficult and how many easy anagrams to
assign to you we are using a table of random numbers so by chance
alone some of you should be able to solve most of your anagrams and
others of you will be abJe to solve only a few, if any, of your ana-
grams. Thus as you now undersiand, your success or failure on the
anagrams is almost completely a matter of how'lucky or unlucky you
are.

To find out the role that'luck pìays in the way lve are running
this experiment today we did an earlier pilot study along the same

lines as this one. þle have already analyzed our data using an analy-
sis of variance technique. I know that you may not comp'leteiy under-
stand what is meant by such a statistical procedure. In essence,
an analysis of variance enables a psychologist to estimate how much
of each of several independent variables contributes to the way
people behave in an experÍment. it was found that the outcome on
the anagrams which will be given uras slightly more than B0% due to
luck and only 20% due to ability or effort. So I would tryish you a
lot of luck!

The following taped instructions urere added to the abi'lity-

effort or luck-task difficulty instructions to effect an attribution

of responsibility for punishment to the punishing agent.

Re-sponsible, punisher condition. As you were told previously,
depending upon your performance you wi'lì be eíther rewarded or
punished. The other subject has been asked to look at your score,
compare it to a list of past scores on this task, and then personally
decide if you succeeded or failed. He has also been toid that he is
personaliy to decide as to the amount of reward and punishment which
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he feels you deserve. You wì'll now be given the anagram task. You

will have 20 seconds to work at each anagram. Start when you are
instructed. Stop at the stop signal. Do not turn over a page un-
til you are told to do so. After the last anagram is comp'leted,
please pass them through the slot ìn front of you. As the. tap-e-
i^ecordeä ìnstructìons are nob, completed, p'lease knock on the dîvider
in front of you so the other subiect can turn off the tape. Thank
you.

Sìmi'lar1y, the following instructions were added to the

abìlity-effort or the 'luck-task instructions to effect an attribu-

tion of responsibì1ity for punt'shment to factors outs'ide of the

punishing agent

Non-responsible punisher condition. Al-.yo.u wel9. told previ-
ously, u t1lll be either rewarded
or punished. The scone which you obtaìn v¡ì11 be compared to a.nor-
mative sample, that is, to scores that other persons have obtained
in the past and then the experìmenter nri'll instruct the other sub-
ject as'to the rewards or punishments he must provide. You wjll now

be given the anagram task. You wjll have 20 seconds to work at each
anagram. Start rvhen you are instructed. Stop at the ¡top signal.
Do ñot turn over a page until you are told to do so, After the last
anagram is completed, please pass them through the slot in front of
you. As the tape-recorded ìnstructions are now completêd, p'lease
knock on the divider in front of you so the other subiect can turn
off the tape. Thank You.

Prior to presenting the punishment, in the Responsible Punì sher

condition, the confederate made the following statement to the sub-

ject through the mìcrophone:

I corected the anagrams and I compared your score to
some past scores which the experìmenter provÍded me wjth.
I think you failed. So I've been thìnking and I've decided
to blast you six times at Level # five

Similarly, in the Non:responsibJe Punisher Condition, the

êxperifienter made the fo1'lowing statement to the subject:

Okay (confederate's name) - You coryected the anagrams
and on the basl's of the score which (subject's name) got, he
failed in comparison to our past scores so you have to now

blast him six'times at Level # five. You have ñõ-Ehoice.
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Dependent Measures

As behavioural measures of aggression were of prímary interest

in this research, the dependent variabJes which lvere used were the

intensity of and frequency wìth vrhich subiects punished the confed-

erate.

Although the previous research literature on aggression typi-

ca'l1y used either an intensity measure or a frequency measure of

sorne applied noxious stimulus, the particular design and apparatus

used in this study facilitated the use of both these behavíoural

measures. The apparatus was set up such that the subject could set

the intensity of the noise generator at any 1eve1 from zero to nine,

and could apply as many blasts of the sound as he wjshed (r¡rith an

imposed lim'it of ten). De facto it was necessary for the subiect to

depress the Pedaline switch once to obtain an intensity score (from

zero to nine) and frequency score of one.

independent Manìpulation Check and Derived Var_iábl-es

Questionnairq A - All Anagram SgÞiects and the first sca'le on

Questionnaire B - Ahagram Subjects l¡lho Fail were designed to assess

the effectiveness of the experimental manipulations - i.e., the

degree to which the treatment affected the subiect's causal attribu-

tíons, as a test of Hypothesis Three, and as an adjunctive means of

interpreting the experimental results - i.e., using the subiect's

attributjons as an independent varÍable.

Questionnaire A required that subjects índicate on four sepa-

rate l'l point scales the relative Ìmport of luck, task difficuìty,
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effort, and ability in their obtained outcome. The sca'les were set

up such that "Not at all due to" received a score of one and "Com-

pletely due to" received a score of ll. Because data obtained from

the p-iiot project suggested that certain subjects tended to attri-
bute the outcome "comp1ete1y" to several causa'l factors - a logica]

impossibility, it was deemed necessary to impose an artificial re-

striction of between ll and l4 sum total score for any one subject's

attributions. As such, if a subject saw the outcome to be "completely"

due to one factor, he had as a function of the imposed restriction no

possibíiity of attributing the outcome to "about haif" of another.

In order to assess the effects of subjects' overall attrjbution

of responsibiiity for failure on the anagram task on subjects' re-

active aggression, an overalJ attribution measure called EXT-INT was

derived. The EXT-INT score was derìved by combining the sum of the

attributions to external factors (luck and task difficulty) minus

the sum of the internal factors (ability and effort). A score of

zero on this variable indjcates equal amounts of interna'l and ex-

ternal attrjbutions, a positive score indicates relative]y more

external attribution, while a negative score indicates relatÍve1y

more internal attribution. (Although this measure was deve'loped by

the lvriter, it is essentially identical to and is gÍven the same

label as a variable used by Luginbuhl, crowe, and Kahan, in press.)
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RESULTS

The approach used in analyzing the data r,vas to conduct a series

of statistical tests. Although the dependent variable changed for

each analysis, many of the statistical tests employed the same three

independent variab'les in what r¡rill hereafter be called the basic

2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance (AN0VA) design. The tu;o manipulated

treatments (i.e", reason for failure and responsìbi1ìty of the

punisher), plus the I.E. factor vrere independent variables. First,

Hypothesis Three and the effectiveness of the experìmental manipula-

tions were assessed using the basic 2 xZ x 2 factorial analysis of

variance design. The subjects' causal attributions of responsibilíty

for the task failure and the punishment received were each used as

a dependent measure (Questionnaire A and B) in a separate ANOVA.

The basi c 2 x 2 x 2 analyses of variance using the frequency

and intensity leve'ls as separate dependent variables were conducted

for the B0 subjects who comprised the final subject sample. These

same two ANOVAs were also performed using the data for all 96 sub-

jects which included the subjects who had been eliminated from the

study (See Appendix I and J).

As no main effects on aggression were accounted for by I.E.,

the data were collapsed across Rotter's I.E. dimension and the data

were re-analyzed using a 2 x 2 AN0VA. Planned comparÌsons were

52
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conducted to assess the differences of the cell means.

Because the experimental manipulatjon which was to affect

attribution of task failure to either internal or externa'l factors

proved to be somewhat weak, the data were re-analyzed using the sub-

jects' EXT-INT scores v.rhich were sub-divided into three treatment

levels: namely, strong-externaJ, neutral, and'internal attribution.
The design used for the re-analysis was a 3 x z factorial analysis

of variance. This design was used twíce, once with each measure

(frequency and intensity) of aggression as the dependent variable.

Fina'lly, the basic 2 x 2 x 2 ANOvA r,vas used to exp'lore the subjects,

success in solving the anagrams.

The program used for the factorial analyses of variance, Stats

Program Number 12, was obtaíned from the university of l4anitobg

Statìsiical Package and was wrítten by F. Chebib.

Hypothesis TLree. and the Effectivene:s of the Independent Manipulations

0n Questionnaire A the subjects rated the degree to which they

attributed the anagram task outcome to luck, effort, ability, and

task diffjcuity. Using these factors as well as severaj mathematical

combinations (effort + ability = interna'l attríbution; luck + l¿5¡

difficulty = external attribution; and external attribution - internal

attribution = overall attribut'ion or EXT-INT factor) as the dependent

measures, Hypothesis Three p'lus the effectiveness of the manipuiation

intended to effect either an externa'l or internal attribution (Luck-

task difficulty/Abi'l ity-effort treatments) were assessed.

The results of the basic z x z x z factorial analyses of vari-
ance using the cited factors as the dependent variables and I.E.
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scores, the Luck-task difficulty/AbÍ1ity-effort treatment, and the

Responsible/ltlon-responsib]e Punisher treatment as the ìndependent

variables are presented in Table l.
The attribution means for the four factors and the three de-

rived variab'les as a function of independent variables are presented

in Table 2.

As is evident, the manipulations of the causaj attribution for

the task outcome proved general'ly successful. In every case, with

one exception, the means were in the pred'icted direction and in five

of seven cases the F ratio represent'ing this treatment effect was

statistically significant. However, the manipulation was somewhat

weak. In all conditions, there b/as a tendency for subjects to attri-
bute their performance to external factors. The abìlity-effort group

attributed 52.63% of the reasons for their outcome to external fac-

tors, and the luck-task difficuìty group attributed 61.7g% of the

reasons for their outcome to external factors.

The data bearing on Hypothesis Three urere c'leariy in the pre-

dicted direction, 'locus of control having affected subjects' percep-

tion of the Luck-task difficulty versus Ability-effort experimental

manipulation. Holvever, they did not reach conventional levels of

statistical sígnificance. As pred'icted, externals on Rotter's locus

of control scale evidenced greater attribution to external factors

whereas internals on the locus of control scale evidenced greater

internal attribution. (Internal attribution scores: Internals

[I.E.] f = 6.35, Externals [I.E.] i = 5.47, F = 3.20, [< .0'| ;

External attribution scores: Internals Ii.E.] î = 7.47, Externals



Analys'is of Variance of Subject's (N = B0) Attributions for Task Failure
as a Function of the txperimental l'4anipulations and Locus of Control

DEPENDINT MEASURES

Luck-task d j ffi cu'lty - Abi l ity-effort (A)
Responsible - Non-responsible Punisher (B)
Internal - txternai Locus of Contro'l (C)
AxB
AxC
BxC
AxBxC
l,Jithin cells
Total

Source

Table I

*g' 
'05

**p_. .025

***g < .01

df Luck

'l

1

ì
I
I
1

I
72
79

Tas k
Di ffi,
culty Ability

5.93**
0.09
2.13
0. 46
0.24
0 .09
0.24

0.07
2.28
0.02
1 .97
0. l3
t.t9
0.46

External
Attri -

Effort bution

4. 55*
0. 18
3. 57
0. 00
0. 03
0.45
0. 09

1.55
1.17
0.06
0.01
0.01
0. 34
0. 84

I nternal
Attri- tXT-
buti on INT

7 .47***
I .31
2.69
0.42
0.02
0.56
I .31

6. B0**
l.l5
3.20
0.00
0.00
0.02
0. 57

5.50**
0. 58
l.89
0.44
0.21
0.66
1 .76

('t(¡
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Table 2

Attribution Means for the Four Factors and Three Derived Varîables
as a Functlon of the Luck-Task Diffìculty - Abll'Ìty-Effort

Treatments and Locus of Control (N = 80)

Dependent
Vari abi es

Luck

Locus of
Control

Internal
External

Luck-Task Dìffi-
cul ty Condtltîon

Abi i i'ty-Effort
Condi ti on

3.65
4.15

2.15
3.15

Task
Dj ffi cui ty

Internal
External

4. 55
4.80

4.60
4. 50

Abi'l i ty internal
Externa'l

3.10
2.40

4. 05
3.20

Effort Internal
External

2.60
2.50

2.95
2.90

External
Attri buti on

Internal
External

8.20
8. 95

6.75
7 .65

Internal
Attri bution

Internal
External

5.70
4. 85

7. 00
6.t0

EXT- INT
Internal
External

2.50
3.40

-0.25
'l .55

Note. Attrìbutions to the four factors of 'luck, task difficulty,
ability, and effort are presented in terms of attributions
to the factors on an 1l-point scale with an imposed maximum
of l4 points for the four factors in combination. Attribu-
tions to the derived varjables are simply combinations of
the first four factors.
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[I.E.] X = 8.30, F = 2.69, g = approximately 0.1.)

0n Questionnaire B the subjects rated the degree to which they

attributed responsibi'lity for the punishment received to either the

other subject (confederate) or to the experimenter. Using these

ratings as the dependent measure, the basic 2 x 2 x 2 analysis was

conducted to assess effectiveness of the Respons'ib1e/Non-responsible

manipulation. The resu'lts (X responsible = 7.90, X non-responsib'le =

3.50, F = 67.67, df = 1,72, L. .001) indicated tltat the manipula-

tion was clearly effective. (A detailed ANOVA table is presented

in Appendix K. )

The Independent Variables Effect on Aggressiveness

The basic 2 x 2 x 2 factorial analyses of variance were con-

ducted on both the'intensity and frequency data to assess whether

the treatnents had effects on subjects' aggressive behav'iour. A

summary of the results of these analyses are presented in Tables 3

and 4. These data provjded the primary test of the thesis'major

hypotheses (One, Two, and Four).

The results indicate the following: (l) Siqnificantly more

aggression was directed against a "Responsible" as compared to a

"Non-responsib'le" punisher using either measure of aggression. (2)

External attributions (Luck-task difficulty condition) of responsi-

bility for failure on the anagram task resulted Ín greater aggression

than did internal attributions (Ability-effort condition). Hor,rever,

this trend proved to be significant on'ly for the'intensity measure.

It was in the predicted direction but non-significant for the
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance of the Intensity Measure of Subject's (N = 80)
Aggresslveness as a Function of the ExperimentaJ

Manìpu1atîons and Locus of Control

Source df l4S 
-E

Luck-task djfficulty - Ability-effort (A) 1 472.88 5.73*
Responsible - Non-responsibie Punisher (B) I 430.13 5.22*
Internal - External Locus of Control (C) 1 4.28 0.05
AxB 1 0.90 0.0'l
AxC 1 3.40 0.04
BxC 1 27.03 0.33
AxBxC 1 106.95 .l.30

l^li thi n cel I s 72 82.46
Total 79

*g<.025

Table 4

Ana'lysis of Variance of the Frequency Measure of Subjectts (N = 80)
Aggressiveness as a Function of the Experimental

Manìpulations and Locus of Control

Source

Luck-task difficuity - Ability-effort (A) 1 62.02 1.'16
Responsible - llon-responsible Punisher (B) I 234.61 4.3'l*
Internaj - External Locus of Contro'l (C) 1 7S.01 0.04
AxB 1 2.11 1.43
AxC I 94.61 1.74
BxC I 82.01 l.5l
AxBxC 1 262.81 4.83*
Within cel ls 72 54.45
Total 79

dfMSF

*p' .05
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frequency measure. (3) The hypothesis that Externals on Rotter's

I.E. Scale would evidence more overall aggression than would ìnternaTs

was not supported although the data showed very weak trends in the

predicted direction (x for E's = 23.94, 13.50 and I's = ?3.47, 13.17

for Intensity and Frequency respectively)

Based on the primary hypotheses, differing 1evels of antici-

pated aggression for eíght treatment groups had been proposed. Table

5 out'lines the relative levels of aggression predicted for each group.

However, as no major effects were accounted for as a function

of Rotter's I.E. dimension, the data were collapsed across thÍs vari-

able. Naturally the predicted ordering of the remaining means would

be essentially the same with the Externa'l Attribution/Responsible

Punisher group being most aggress'ive and the Interna'l Attribution/ttlon-

responsible Punisher group being least aggressive. Tables 6 and 7

provìde the means for the aggressive behaviour based on the ìntensìty

and frequency measures respectively. Multip.le comparîsons of the

means using Dunn's procedure are presented in Tab'les 8 and 9.

An examination of the means revealed that for the intensity

measure, the pattern of aggression for the individua'l treatment

groups fol'loured the predicted pattern rather accurately, the Internal

attribution/Non-responsible punisher group evidencing the least

aggression and the External attribution/Responsib'le punisher group

evidencing the most aggression with the other two treatment groups

evi dencing intermediate values

Although the InternaJ attribution/ltlon-responsible group evi-

denced the least aggression using the frequency dependent variable,



Respons i b'le
Puni sher

Rel ati ve Level s

Non-responsible
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of Aggressjon Predicted

--+
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AggressÍ veness

Internal Attribution
for Task Failure

Low
Aggress ì veness

-++
Med'ium-hi gh
Aggressi veness

ïnterna'I Locus
of Control

for Each Group

l

Medi um-l otnl

Aggressì veness

External Locus
of Control

External Attribution
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of Control
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Table 6

Irlean Level of AggressiVeness Usìng the intensity Measure as a
Function of the Experimental lvlanipu1ations [ltl = gO)

Responsi b1 e
Punî sher

Non-responsi bl e
Puni sher

Responsibl e
Puni sher

Non-responsible
Pun Ís her

Table 7

Mean Level of Aggressiveness Using the Frequency Measure as a
Function of the Experimental Manipuiatìons (N = B0)

Internal Attrjbut'ion External Attrlbution
for Task FaiJure for Task Failure(Abîlîty-effort) (Luck-task difficu'lty)

23.7 28.35

'18. 85 23. Bs

Internal Attribution External Attribution
for Task Failure for Task Failure
(Abil ity-effort) (Luck-task difficulty)

15.15 J4,95

9.75 .l3. 
6
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Table B

Multiple Comparions of the
Presented in Table 6 Using

Intensity Means
Dunn's Procedure

,tl x2 Xg x4

xt

x2

^3

x4

18.85

23.7

23. 83

28.35

4. 85 5.0

0. 15

9.5*

5.15

4.5

* -p_. .0.l error per experiment

TabJe 9

Multiple Comparisons of the
Presented in Table 7 Using

Frequency Means
Dunn's Procedure

,,'l x2 x3 xq

xr

xz

x3

xq

9.75

13.6

14. 95

15.15

3.95 5.20

I .35

5. 40

I .55

0.20
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the frequency measure deviated from the predicted pattern. Corrtrary

to prediction, the External Attribution/Responsible punisher group

was not aggressíve most frequently. Instead, the internal attribution/

Responsibil ity group vras margìnal'ly more aggressive than the Externa'l

attribution/Responsibility group. It was predicted that the Internal

attribution/Responsible group should evidence an intermediate fre-

quency aggression similar to that of the External attribution/Non-

responsib'le treatment group.

Re-analysîs of Data Using Subject's Phenomenological Attri buti ons

Because it was evìdent that the manipuiation whlch was to

effect an internal or externaÏ attribution for the anagram task fai-

lure had been only minimaliy successful (See Table l), the data was

regrouped using the subiects' own overall attribution of causality

to either internal or external factors (EXT-INT score) as the inde-

pendent variable, The data was regrouped using three Jevejs of

phenomenal attribution; namely, subiects whose EXT-ÏNT score evi-

denced a clear external attribution composed one 'leveJ, subjects

whose EXT-iNT score evidences a clear internaJ attributlon composed

another, and subjects whose EXT-INT score evidenced neither a strong

externa'l or internal attribution composed the third.

Three by two factorial analyses of variances on the ìntensity

and frequency measures using the three way grouping of phenomenal

attrìbutions for failure and Responsibie - Non-responsible Punisher

as the second treatment were performed. A sunrmary of the analyses

are provided in Tables 10 and ll.
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Tab'le I 0

Anaìysis of Variance of the Intensity of the Subject's (ll = 80)
Agorêssìveness as a Functîon of (a) the Subiect's Phenomenologjca1
Attributions for: Task Failure as lt'leasured by the Derived EXT-IliT

Variable and (b) the Responsible - ttlon-responsible Punisher
Experimental Manipulatìon

Source Ft4sdf

Levels of EXT-INT (A)
Responsible - I'lon-responsìble Punishers (B)
AxB
tlithin cel I s
Totai

?
I
Z

74
79

591.44 8.32**
608. I B 8.56*
15.28 0.21
71.08

*p. .005

**g < .001

Itlote. The EXT-INT score lvas derived by adding subject's attriburtions
to ability and effor-u (Internal factors) and subtracting the
obtaÍned score from the sum of the attributions to luck and
task difficulty (External factors). The subjects were di-
vided into three groups - those with an EXT-INT score of 4
or more, those with a score of 0 to 3, and those urith a
score of less than 0. The jntensity means for the three
groups were 27.76 (4 or more),21.90 (0 to 3), and 19.29
(less than 0).
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Table ll

Analysis of Variance of the Frequency of the Subiect's (N =-80)
Aggrãssîveness as a Function of (a) tfre Subject's Phenomenological
Attributions for Task Failure as Measured by the Derived EXT-iNT

VarÍable and (b) the Responsible - Non-responsible Punisher
Experimental l4anipul ation

Source MSdf _t

Levels of EXT-Il'lT (A)
Responsible - Non-responsible Pun'isher (B)
AxB
I,Jithin cel is
Total

2
1

2

74
79

116.7 4 2.06
374.06 6.62*

21 .15 0. 37
56.54

og . .025

Note. The frequency means for the
4 or more), ll.Se (EXT-iNT 0

than 0).

three groups utere
to 3), and 12.71

15.06 (EXT-rNT
(EXT-IIrtT less
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As ís apparent, the results based upon an analysis of the in-

tensÍty dependent measure evr'denced a definite increase in the effects

of causal attribution for task failure upon subjects' aggressive re-

act'ivity, the proportion of variance accounted for increasing from

less than six percent to almost thirteen percent. Although somewhat

of an increase in the effect of the treatment based on the analysis

of the frequency dependent measure was also found, the effect did not

reach conventional levels of statístical significance

Effects of the Indêpéndênt Variables on Anagram Performance

The basic 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA was used to exp'lore the subiect's

performance on the anagram task. An apparent relationsl'rip of locus

of control treatment. score to subiect's performance on the anagram

task as a function of urhether they received the luck-task difficulty

or the ability-effort manipulation was found. Although the effect

of the luck-task difficuity - abi'lity-effort/I.E. interaction was

found to be significant at only a g < 0.'l (F = 3.6.l , df = 1, 72),

multipie comparisons of the means using Dunn's technique evidenced

a difference between the externals who had received the ability-

effort manipulation (l = 2.05 out of a possible score of 3) and

those who had received the luck-task difficuìty manipulation (X-=

1.2) of g < .0ì experimentwise (f = S.te). The internals performance

under both instructional sets were virtually identical (luck-task

d'iff iculty i = 1.70, ability-effort i- = 1.85, T = .613). None of

the other main or interaction effects in this analysis reached

significance.
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Surhmary of the P_rimary Findinqs

1. Hypothesis One t,ras supported using the intensity measure. Re-

analysis of the data using subjects' own causal attributions

strengthened the support for Hypothesis One.

2. Hypothesis Two was supported using both dependent measures.

3. Hypothesìs Three received marginaì support.

4. Hypothesis Four was not supported.



CHAPTER VI

DISCUSS ION

A review of the results evidences that Hypothesis Two was

found to be unequivocally supported. As predicted, subjects reacted

less aggressively toward a pun'ishing agent whose behaviour was attri-
buted to external (rather than internal) causes. The data bearing

on the other three hypotheses were more equivocal. Therefore, this

discussion vrill focus in order, on Hypothesis One, Three, and Four.

Followìng discussion of Hypothesis One, problems with frequency as

a dependent variable will be cons'idered.

Hypothesis One

Hypothesis One, the hypothesis that subjects wi'11 react less

aggressively against theír punisher when they attribute their mis-

deeds to internal (rather than external) causes, was supported

(somewhat weakly) based on the ANOVA's of the intensity dependent

measure. l.lhile the resu'lts for the frequency measure ìivere in the

predicted direction, the results lvere not found to be significant.

Post hoc analysis of both the experimental manipu1ation used and

of the subjects' behaviour within the experiment revealed several

dÍfficulties in the desìgn and conceptualization of the experiment

which may partia'l1y explain the results related to Hypothesis One.

hlhereas an examination of the effectiveness of the experimenta'l

6B
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manipulation related to Hypothesis Two evidenced that the manipula-

tion had been effective, the resu'lts related to Hypothesìs One

evidenced that the manr'pulation which lvas to effect 'bhe subjects

causal attributions for failure on the Anagram Task was reiatÍve1y

ìneffectìve. Several factors deserve consideration in the explana-

tion of this difficulty. First, it had been assumed, based on previous

research such as that of Petzel and Gynther (1970), that the solution

of anagrams was a task in which causal attributions for an obtained

outcome could be manipulated. However, debriefing evidenced that

many subjects had had previous experience wjth anagrams' usually in

the form of the JUMBLE in the daily papers, and as such these subjects

had made causal attributions for outcomes on this type of task in the

past. Thus, this earlier experience in "naiVe causal analysjs" may

have lìmited the effectiveness of the manipulation.

Secondìy, attribution theory and previous research (Johnson,

Feigenbaum, & l¡leiby, 1964; Fitch , 1970; Frieze & l,leiner, 1971) had

suggested that individuals tend to attribute failure outcomes to

external factors. The results obtained in the current study evidence

that the experÍmental manipu'lation used to effect internal attribu-

tions was not sufficient to overcome thjs bias, subiects tending to

merely reduce their externai attributions somewhat when they received

the Abiìity - Effort (Internal attribution) treatment-

A related fìnding rn¡hich became apparent in the course of con-

ducting the experiment was that subjects tended, when makìng an

internal attribution, to attribute causality for the outcorne to

abiljty - the stable d'ispositional factor rather than to effort -
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the variable motivationaj factor. Heiderian theory elaborated on

this distinct'ion and previous research by lnleiner and Kukla (1970)

had found that school children playìng the role of "teacher" pun-

ished "learners" less severely when the outcome was reJated to lack

of ability than when the perce'ived cause was a lack of motivation.

l,levertheless, an assumpti'on made in combining both effort and abì1ity

as internal attributional factors was that subjects would accept a

certain degree of personal responsibilìty when the outcome was re-

lated to ab'i1ity vis g vis no or limited responsibî1ìty for the out-

come u¡hen attributions were to external factors. 0n the basis of

comments of a number of subjects during debriefing, however, it be-

came evident that when failure was attributed to ability, subjects

accepted minimal persona'l responsibility since they seemed to feel

they had no'real control of this variable. Recent research by

Luginbuhl, Crowe, and Kahan (in press) provides additional data to

suggest that the distinctÍon between internal attribution and exter-

nal attribution appears inadequate since it does not account for the

confounding effect of the stability-instabiiity dimension of both

internal and external attributions.

The fact that a much larger proportion of variance of the sub-

jects' aggressive behaviour was accounted for when the data was re-

analyzed baseci on subjects' EXT-INT scores is consistent with the

outlined djfficulties in reference to Hypothesis One. The re-

analysis, however, did not eliminate the possible effects created

by the stabì1ity-instability dimension, and only reduced the effect

of subjects' tendencies toward external attributions.
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In summary, it woujd appear that using the anagram task may

have introduced the contamìnating effect of previous attributional

experÍence, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the man'ipulation.

Second'ly, because (a) subjects attributed theìr unsuccessfu'l out-

comes more to external factors, and because (b) subjects may have

denÍed personal responsibility for outcomes they attributed primarily

to ab'ility, the needed clear distinction betr¡reen subjects who assumed

persona'l responsìbìlity for their outcome and those who externalized

responsibility was not obtained. Given that the independent variable

in Hypothesis One was questionable, it is not surprisíng that the

data only rveakly sr-rpported the prediction.

Limitations of the Frecluency Data as a Test of Hypoth eS i S

The following question about Hypothesis One sti'l'l remains:

Given that the íntensity data supported the hypothesis, why didn't

the frequency data also support Hypothesis 0ne? This questîon is

especially important to answer since additional evìdence of the

'iimits of the frequency measure can be found in the present study.

For example, while the differences between the results of the Al,l0VAs

of the intensity measure and the frequency measure are most accentu-

ated in the results related to Hypothesis One, the differences are

readily apparent in the results reiated to HypothesÍs Two as wel'1.

Following post hoc ana'lysis of the data, the reason for these

differences became apparent. Rather than using both of the avail-

abJe modalities to express their aggressive reactions as had been

anticipated, subjects on the r¡rhole tended to choose either the

0ne
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intensity or the frequency modality. And in the vast niajority of

the cases, the modaiity of choîce was intensity. In fact, approxi-

mately 40% of the subjects held their frequency values constant at

the lowest possible level while varying the intensity levels to some

va'lue other than the'lowest value availab1e. Additionally, 89% of

the subjects' intensity scores exceeded their frequency scores

(although the total score possible for both measures was the same).

From an anaìys'is of the means - 'l3.3 for frequency as compared to

23.7 for intensity, it is evident that subjects' frequency scores

tended to evidence minimal deviation from scores of eight (which is

the basic level of one b'last/emor or #l intensity/ercor) as com-

pared to their intensity scores. it is concluded on the basis of

this data that the results in toto t¿ould have been more definìtive

had on'ly one dependent measure been used; and secondly, that inten-

sity is clearly the more meaningfu'l dependent measure ìn this study

since it was the variable of choice used by most of the subjects to

express theír responsiveness to the independent varìabJes.

Hypothesis. Three

Although Hypothesis Three, the hypothesis which suggested that

interna'ls on the locus of control scale (as compared to externals)

should attribute their misdeeds more to internal factors than shotrld

externals, received some support, the results were not definitive.

Post hoc analysis of the individual subject's attributions evidenced

that 43 subjects did in fact attribute their outcomes in the direc-

tions predicted by Hypothesis Three (using a score of < 0 on the

EXT-INT as an internal attribution). 0f those 43 subjects, 17
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subjects attributed thejr outcome in a direction consistent with

their locus of control but jn a directjon opposite to the experi-

mental manipulation related to Hypothesis One. 0f the remaining 37

subjects, 23 subjects attributed their outcomes in the direction of

the experimental manipulation and in a djrection opposite to expec-

tation in view of their locus of control. Fourteen subjects attri-
buted their outcomes ín a directjon opposite to both their locus of

control and the experimentai manipulation whjch they received.

These results are most illuminating in understanding other aspects

of the data. l,lhat is evident is that a persona]ity variable such

as locus of control did clearly have an effect upon the reactions of

a number of the subjects, so much so that the experinental manipula-

tion did not alter their tendency to either internalize or externa-

1ìze respons'ibility for theÍr outcomes. At the same time, for 23

subiects jt would appear that the sítuational determinants were

effective to the extent that the subjects' attributions were altered

from that which would be expected in view of their locus of control.

The work of Mischel (.l968 , 72, 73, 74) and Bowers (.1973) clear'ly

evidenced that either person variables or situatíon variables may

account for variance, this depending upon both the person and the

situation. And, in fact, the person x situation interaction may

account for more of the variance than the sum of both of the separ-

ate variables (Bowers, 1973). The obtained results cleariy evidenced

that both situational and person variab'les are effective to a greater

or lesser degree, or in combination. Mischel (1974), moreover,

suggested that internal-external iocus of control is likely not as
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generalizable a variable as has been thought in that it was found

that subjects who feel personally responsible for positive evenis

may not internalize responsibilìty for negative outcomes, and vice

ve rs a.

The implications of the foregoìng discussion seem clear. First,

for some subjects one would antic'ipate that generalized expectancies

of locus of control w'ill affect their behaviour in spec'ific situations.

For others, situational determinants such as t,he experimental manipu-

I ati ons w'i I I have a greater effect than wi l:l the persons ' I ocus of

control and as such their attributions of causality will be contrary

to expectations

The attributjons of the l4 subjects rrlhich r¡rere contrary to both

their locus of control and the experimental man'ipulations may ref'lect

either a failure of the Rotter's I.E. Scale in measurìng their gen-

eralized expectancies, or possibly intentional misattribut'ion within

the experimental sÍtuation.

H.ypothesis Four

Hypothesis Four, the hypothesis that internals on the Jocus of

control sca'le (as compared to externals) will be less aggressive

than externals was not sìgnifícantly supported. Thís outcome isn't

too surprising since both Hypothesis One and Three had receîved

margina'l support and Hypothesis Four was derived as a logicai conse-

quence of these two earlier hypotheses. As was outJined in reference

to our discussion of Hypothesis Three, situationai determjnants

seemed to have had a dramatìc effect on a number of subjects such
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that they attributed their outcomes in a direction inconsistent with

their locus of control. ThÍs being the case, and considering the

fact that aggression appears to be related to subiective attributions

of causality, the obtained results are quite understandable.

Hor,vever, as was indicated in our discussion of Hypothesis

Three, a number of subjects' attributions of causal'ity were rela-

tive'ly cons'istent wjth their locus of control , notlvithstanding the

particular experimental manipulation used. For'these, and only these

subjects, the initial 1og'ic of Hypobhesis Four should still hold

given the modest support for Hypothesis One, the effects of the

situat'ional variables whìch disrupted the results relative to Hypo-

thesjs Three having been largely eljminated. A comparìson of means

using the intensìty measure of aggression clearly evidenced this to

be the case. (EXT-INT < 2 = internal attríbution; N = 25, Í inter-

nals = 20.68; N = 22, 7. externals = 27.73; T = 5.02, È < .001.)

Th'is fínding, then, provided conditional support for Hypothesis Four.

That is, internals (as compared to externals) who reacted to the

experimentaì sìtuation in a manner consistent with their locus of

control were found to be significantly 'less aggressive than externa1s.

Problems and Impl i cati o-ns

Rule (1973) raised a critical distinction between types of

aggressive behaviour, the implications of which had not been con-

sidered at the time the present study was designed and executed.

She argued that the distinction between hostile aggression and in-

strumenta'l aggression is somewhat artificial in that "the antecedent

conditions which potentiate either hostile or personal-instrumental
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motives result in the same attributions and feelíngs by the aggres-

sor toward the victim. " she proposed as a more useful distinction

that between persona'liy motivated aggression (vrhich inciudes hostile

and personaj-instrumental aggression) and socially motivated agqres-

sion. The antecedents of social'ly motivated aggression are seen as

"those pertaining to the perceived norms about the values of aggres-

sion. " The aggression such as punishing behaviour js effected to

achieve some goai that is deemed desirable to the victim.

The present study was designed such that subjects were jn-

structed to punish under the guise of he'lping the confederate-

subiect to learn to perform a task. The critical question which

Rule's study raises with respect to the present study is to what

degree were subjects aggressing (punishing) because of socialiy

motivated aggression? As no measures of the subjects' motives were

taken, the question remains unanswered.

Assuming that pro-social motives may have determined certain

of the subjects' aggressive reactivity, it seems reasonable to be-

lieve that these subjects should have been randomly distributed

among treatment groups with the exception of possible differences

between externaJs and lnternaJs [locus of control). This beÍng the

case, the differences in aggression whìch were found between groups

should be attributable to persona'l1y motivated aggression providing

that the'logic and theory out of which the independent measures

developed is correct.

One of the basic questions to which the thesis rvas addressed

was: do persons' perceptions of responsibility for their own
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behav j our af fect thei r aggressì ye react'i vi ty r¡rhen thei r beh avi our

is punished? Because of our finding that the relevant experímenta'l

manipulation was somewhat weak, and additionally, that even lvhen

subjects atiributed their outcome to ability, that this may not mean

that they feel responsible, the question does not appear to be satis-

factorily resolved. l'lhile the obtained results provide suggestive

evidence that phenomenology is a re'levant factor in explaining

aggressive behaviour, the extent to which this is the case cannot

be deduced from the current study.

Summary

Considering the outlined problems, both in theoretìcal con-

ceptualization and in experimental des'ign, the extent to which the

proposed hypotheses were supported evidences the importance of both

spec'ific and generalized attributions in explaining aggressive

behavÍ our.

Furthermore, the interrejationship of persons' generalìzed

causal attributions (locus of control) and attributions in specific

si tuati ons has recei ved some c'l ari fi cati on. l,lhi 1e certai n persons '

generalized attributions appeared to be fairiy subject to change

based upon situational demands, other persons' beJiefs about their

orrn responsibi'lity or external responsìbi'lity for theìr outcones

appeared to be fairly resistant to situational pressures

The problems experienced with the independent measure r,¡hich

was to effect either an internaj or external attribution of respon-

s'ibility for task fai'lure lvere illuminating ín that they evÍdenced
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subjects' bias to external.ize responsiblity for their faîlure out-

come, provîding additional support for failure as a determinant of

attributions. They also evidenced the confounding effect of assum-

ing that internal attributìon can be equated wìth assignment of

personal responsibility (re: difficulty with ability factor).
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SUITMARY

Heider's (1958) attribution theory, as weìl as Rotter's

(1954) social learning theory, explain the manner in r,vhich persons

attribute causality for thejr own and others'behaviour. trlot only

do people make attrìbutjons in specific sjtuatíons, but also, they

have generalized tendencies across situations to make either inter-
nal or externa'l attributions. These attributions have been found

to have a profound effect upon the way a person subsequenily behaves.

The present study exp'lored the relationship of (a) attributions
about failing on a task and about beinq punished upon (b) subse-

quent aggression. it was hypothesized that subjects r,¡ould be less

like'ly to subsequently aggress if they attributed their failure to
personal (internal) factors than if they attributed their failure
to external factors in the environment (Hypothesis One). provided

that the punishing agent's behaviour was attributed to external

causes (as compared to internal causes), it was proposed that he

would not be held responsible, and therefore, 'less aggression would

be directed toward him (Hypothesis Tvro). A third hypothesis lvas

that internals (as compared to externaìs) on Rotter,s I.E. scale

should accept greater responsibif ity for their task outcome. If
this were so, and if accepting responsibility reduces aggressíon

79
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(Hypothesis One), then a fourth hypothesis follovrs. Internals (as

compared with externals) should be less likely to aggress against

the punishing agent

The subiects in this study were B0 Ïntroductory Psycho'logy

students at the Unìversity of l4anitoba. A 2 x 2 x 2 design was used

with the subjects' I-E scores being one variable. The subiects were

presented with an anagram task. instructions were presented to

manipulate the subjects' attributions for their performance on this

task to either internal factors (abi1ìty-effort) or external factors

(luck-task difficulty). Additional instructions in the Responsible

Punisher condition were provided indicating that if necessary the

other "subject" (actualJy a confederate) would personally choose

the punishment to administer. In the Non-responsible punisher con-

dition the experimenter instructed the confederate to punish the

subject. All subjects failed and were pun'ished with six blasts of

medium-high intensity white noise. The roles of the confederate

and the subject were then reversed; the subject was instructed to

punish the confederate when he made mistakes on a paired-associates

learning task. The dependent measures used were intensity and

frequency of the subiects' aggression.

Because of the subjects' tendency to select the intensity

measure and disregard the frequency measure of aggression, only

Hypothesis Two was supported using both measures. Hypothesis One

received support using the intensity measure. Re-ana'lyzìng the data

us'ing the subjects' own attributìons of causality for task outcome

strengthened the support for Hypothesis One dramatically, accounting
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for I 3% of the variance. Hypothesis Three received only margina'l

support, and almost no effect for Hypothes'is Four was found. Post

hoc analyses of subjects' attrìbutìons found that 43 subjects'

attribut'ions for task failure were consistent with theîr locus o't

control. Using these subiects, the data was re-analyzed. The results

showed a clear I.E. effect in the direction predicted by Hypothesìs

Four.

This thesis, then, found generai support for Heider's and

Rotter's theory that persons' causal attributions do affect subse-

quent behaviour -'in this case, aggressìve reactiv-ity-
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APPENDIX A

DIAGRAM OF TQUIPMINT SETUP

Intensíty Control
4É.

MICROPHONE

TNTERVAL
TIMBR

PEDALINE
SI/IITCH

InstrVctÍ ons:

1. To qbtain taped instruction - depress play control on tape-recorder.
2. To operate microphone - depress play and record contro'ls sinlultaneously.
3. To operate noise generator - set intensity control at selected level and

sv¿itch at selected frequency
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Input
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APPENDIX B

DIAGRAM OF LABORATORY

Chair

Chair

Pedalíne
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Timer

Used by subiect and
sub j ect-confederate !,/hen
they enter laboratory,
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APPENDIX C

Read each ìtem ancì circle the a'lternative (a or b) that most closely
represents your opin'îon on the statements. In some cases it may be
difficult to choose, but please select one.

1. a. Children qet into trouble because their parents
too much.

b. The trouble with most ch'i'ldren nowadays is that

a.

b.

a.

b.

punish them

their parents

2.

3.

are too easy urith them.

Many of the unhappy thìngs in peop'le's lives are partly due
to bad luck.
People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people
don't take enough interest in politics.
There urîl'l always be urars, no matter how hard people try to
prevent them.

4. a.

b.

5. a.
b.

6. a.
b.

7. a.
b.

8. a.
b.

9. a.
b.

10. a.

b.

In the long run people get the respect they
worl d.
Unfortunately, an individual's worth often
nîzed no matter how hard he tries.

deserve in this

passes unrecog-

The idea tha-u teachers are unfaÍr to students is nonsense.
Most students donrt reajize the extent to whjch their grades
are influenced by accidental happenings.

Ì,lithout the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader.
Capable peopie who fail to become leaders have not taken
advantage of their opportunities.

No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you.
People who can't get others to like them don't understand
hor,¡ to get along with others.

Heredity plays the major role in determining one's personality.
It is one's experiences in life which determine what they're
like.

I have often found that what is going to happen wì11 happen.
Trustîng to fate has never turned out as wel I for me as
makìng a decîsion to take a definite course of action.

In the case of the wel'l prepared student there is rarely if
ever such a thjng as an unfair test.
Many times exam questions tend to be so unreiated to course
urork that studying is realiy use'!ess.



12. a.

b.

ll. a.

b.
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Becoming a success is a matter of hard urork,'luck has little
or nothing to do wîth it.
Gettr'ng a good job depends mainly on being ìn the right
place at the rîght time.

The average citizen can have an influence in governrnent
decisions.
Thl's wor'ld is run by the few people in pourer, and there is
not much the little guy can do about jt.

hlhen I make p1ans, I am almost certain that I can make them
work.
It ìs not always wise to plan too far ahead because many
th'îngs turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.

There are certaìn peop'le who are just no good.
There is some good in everybody.

In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to
do w'ith 1 uck
Many tìmes we might just as well decide what to do by
flìpping a coin.

l,.lho gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky
enough to be in the rjght place first.
Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability,'luck has little or nothing to do with it.
As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the
victims of forces we can neìther understand, nor control.
By taking an active part in political and social affairs
the people can control world events.

Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives
are controlled by acc'idental happenings.
There really is no such thing as "'luck".

One should always be wi1f ing to admit mistakes.
it is usua'l1y best to cover up one's m'istakes.

It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you.
How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person
you are

In the long run the bad things that happen to us are balanced
by the good ones.
Most mîsfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance,
laziness, or all three

l^lith enough effort we can wìpe out pof itical corruption.
It îs diffìcult for people to have much control over the
things politicians do in office.

.l3. 
a.

b.

14. a.
b.

'15. a.

b.

16. a.

b.

.l8. 
a.

b.

.l9. 
a.
b.

20. a.
b.

21. a.

b.

17. a.

b.

a.
b.

22.



24. a.

b.

23. a.

b.

25. a.

b.

28. a.
b.

29. a.

b.
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Sonetimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the
grades they give.
There îs a direct connection between how hard I study and
the grades I get

A good leader expects people to decjde for themseJves what
they should do.
A good leader makes it clear to everybody r^rhat their jobs
are.

Many tines I feel that I have jittle inf'luence over the
things that happen to me.
It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays

lalhat happens to me is my own doinq.
Sornet'imes I feel that I don't have enough control over the
direction my lÍfe is taking.

l4ost of the time I can't understand urhy pof it'icians behave
the uray they do.
In the long run the people are respons-ible for bad govern-
ment on a national as weil as on a local level

an important role in my life.
26. a. Peop'le are 1one1y because they don't try to be friend'ly.

b. There's not much use in trying too hard to please people,
if they like you, they f ike you.

27. a. There is too much emphasis on athletics in high schoo'I.
b. Team sports are an excel'lent way to bui'ld character.

External Items:

2a,3b,4b,5b, 6a,7a,9â, l0b, llb, 12b,13b, l5b, 16a,'17a,
l8a, 20a, 21a, 22b, 23a, 25b, 28b, 29a,

Buffer Items:

l, B, .l4, 19, 24, 27.
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ANAGRAM TASK
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APPENDIX E

qUESTIONNAIRE A - ALL ANAGRAM SUBJICTS

Four factors (luck, your own effort, the difficulty of the task,
and your or,vn abllity) determîne how weli each person does on the
anagram task. I'laturally each of these factors can contrjbute to one's
success or one's failure. Good luck, extra effort, an easy task, or
high abì1ity lvou'ld'lead to success. Bad luck, lack of effort, a
difficult task or low ability would 'lead to faî1ure. Please indicate
how important each of these four factors uras in determinìng your
success or faÌlure (î.e., your performance) on the anagram task.
Indicate your answer with an X. Remember that the more important you
feel one factor was in determining your performance, the less impor-
tant other factors must have been. That is only logìca1

To urhat extent tvas your performance caused by 'luck?

1?3
Not
due

Not at
due to

To what extent was your performance caused by your

123

at all
to Luck

all
Effort

To v¡hat exLent was
tas k?

45678
About half
due to Luck

-9- Tõ- -Tr-

Compl etely
due to Luck

456
About hal f
due to Effort

your performance caused by

effort?

t0 t]

Compl etely
due to Effort

the difficulty of the

1234
I'lot at al I due
to Difficnlty
of Task

To what extent was your

¡.
-T- -T- -4-

Not at al I due
to Abi i 'ity

567
About hal f due
to Difficulty
of Task

performance caused

-5-- -6--

About hal f due
to Ability

---_iI 9 10 lt
Complete'ly due
to Difficulty
of Task

by your own ability?

-E-- -9- T0- -T¡-

Compietely due
to AbÌ1 ity
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APPENDIX F

QUESTIONNAIRE B - ANAGRAM SUBJECTS I^JHO FAIL

Responsìbì1ìty for your punìshment cou'ld be assigned to either
the experjmenter or the other subject. To what extent do you see
each of these indìviduals as having been responsìble for your punish-
ment?

:::-T- -3-
The experimenter
was completeiy
responsìble; the
other subject
was not at a'll
respons i b1 e.

1234
Not at al I
hosti I e

Are you angry now?

::::-T-- -Z- -3- -T-
Not at aJ i
angry

:::::-T- T- -E-- -7- -E-- -9-
The experimenter
and the subject
were equally
responsibl e.

-5- -E- -7- -8--

:

T0-- -Ti--

The subject uras
completely re-
sponsible; the
experi menter
was not at al l
res pons i bl e.

To what extent do you see the other subject to be either hostìJe or
non-hosti'le?

--
b6 78

9 10 t]

Extremely
hosti 1 e

9 10 lt
Extremely
angry
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APPENDIX G

PAIRED ASSOCIATES TASK

VERACTTY . FALSITY

NOI!.SEI\SE - SiGNIFICANCE

OBSCURITY . LUCIDITY

CONCEIT. HUi4ILiTY

SENSUAL - ASCETIC

COMMTNCE . TERMINATE

II,IPORTANCE - P0Ì,,ER

TRANSTTORY . PERCEPTUAL

TII4TDITY . COURAGE

HOPE - DESPAÏR

FALLACY - VERITY

AFFIRMATION * NEGATION
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APPINDIX H

Dear Part'i ci pant:

As you urill no doubt recall, during your 1973-74 year at the
University of Manitoba you participated in Psychology experìments as
part of your Psychology 'l20 course. At the tíme, you partícipated
in the AGAT experiment (the one with the noise pun'ishment and the
Anagram Task), and indicated interest in finding out what the results
of the experiment were. These results are fínally available.

In general, the resu'lts were as follows: Subjects who attri-
buted failure on the Anagram Task main'ly to juck or task diffìcu1ty
h,ere more pun'ishjng to the confederate (the other subject) than were
subjects r,rho attributed fai'lure to abi 1í ty or effort. Thi s suggests
that persons who felt responsible for their failure (attrìbuting
failure to personal factors) are less like'ly to react aggressÍvely
when they are punished for thejr failure.

A second area which was investigated was whether it makes a
difference if the punìshment you received was ordered by the experi-
menter or chosen by the confederate (other subjec'u). The results
c'leariy showed that the confederate received more punr'shment urhen he
was seen to be choosing the amount of punishment (which was the same
for everyone). This wóuld imply that ü¡hen people are seen to be
respons'ible for their behaviour, in this case aggressive punishing
behaviour, they wil'l be held accountabie, and perhaps receive greater
punishment if their behaviour is undesirable.

A third area of study was an attempt to establish lvhether
persons who generally see themselves as the "masters of their own
destiny" ("internals" on Rotter's [1954] Locus of Control Scale) are
iess aggressive than persons who see factors outside themselves as
largely responsibie for their outcomes ("Externals" on Rotter's
Sca'le). l,lhile the results were equivoca'l , they tended to evjdence
that "Internals" are less aggressive than "Externals".

If you are interested in finding out more about the experiment,
you may do so by obtaining a copy of my thesis which r,rill be avaij-
able in the near future in the Dafoe Library under the title: "An
Attrjbutional Analysis of Aggress'ive Reactions to Punishment".

I wish to apologize for my delay in for.ward'ing this letter to
Vou, and again lvish to express my sincere thankyou for your par-
ticipation in the experiment.

Yours truly;

Terrance J. Sauratsky
Graduate Student
U. of Manitoba Psychology Department
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APPENDIX I

Ana'lysis of Variance of the Intens'ity Measure of Subject's (N = 96)
Aggressiveness as a Function of the Experimental l'lanipu'lations and

Locus of Control Usjng the Data of All Subjects
Includìng those who u¡ere Eliminated.

Source dfMSF

Luck-Task difficulty - Abìlity-Effort (A) 1 58.29 0.63
Responsible - Non-responsible Punisher (B) 1 506.67 5.47
Internal - External Locus of Control (C) I 3.00 0.03
AxB 1 2.65 0.03
AxC 1 42.45 0.46
BxC I 0.05 0.00
AxBxC 1 111.82 1.?7
Within cells 88 92.57
Total 95

p < .025
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APPENDIX J

Analysis of Variance of the Frequency Measure of Subjec.L's (N = 96)
Aggressiveness as a Function of the Experimental Manípu1atÍons and

Locus of Control Using the Data of All Subjects
Inci uding those who r^rere El iminated.

Source FMSdf

Luck-Task difficu'lty - Abi'lity-Effort (A)
Responsible - I\on-responsible Punjsher (B)
Internal - External Locus of Control (C)
AxB
AxC
BxC
AxBxC
hlithin cells
Total

I
I
I
I
1

I
I

88
95

3.88 0.07
444.83 7 .67x

3.?0 0.06
145. 53 2.51
74.84 1 .29
48.96 0. 84

2t 8.86 3.77
58.02

*-p- t . ol
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APPENDTX K

Analysis of Variance of Subject's (N = B0) Attributions of
Responsìbì1ity - ltlon-responsìbi1i'ty for the Punishîng Agents

Behavîour as a Function of the Experimental
Manîpu1atìons and Locus of Control

Source gfMSF

Luck-Task difficulty - Ability-Effort (A) 1 3.20 0.56
Responsible - Non-responsible Punisher (B) 1 387.20 67.67**
Internal - External Locus of Control 1 0.05 0.01
AxB 1 0.20 0.03
AxC I 14.45 2.53
BxC 1 0.50 0.08
AxBxC 1 31 .25 5.46*
l^Ji thi n cel I s 72 5.72
Total 79

*P-' .025

**p < .001
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APPENDiX L

SUPPLEMINTARY HYPOTHESES AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Whìle the central concern in the present thesis was a study of

possible effects of differential attributions upon aggressive re-

activity, a corrollary issue which received summary attention was a

study of possible effects of differentjal attributions upon subjects'

ratings of their experimental anger and judged hostility.

Rathaus and Worchel ('l960), and Burnstein and l,lorchel (1962)

found evidence to suggest that the diminution of aggressíon agaìnst

a non-arbitrary frustrator vis-a-vis an arbitrary frustrator (re:

Pastore's findings discussed previously) was due to inhibition of

aggression rather than due to a reduction of instigation to aggres-

sion. Ke11ey (1971) sugqested that the obtained results are consis-

tent with Heiderian theory which assumes "that an interpretatjonal

process intervenes between the frustration and the behaviour or

judgemental reactions to it. The'injured person may feel qu'ite

angry, but because of social rules about retribution, he may con-

strajn his overt reactfons according to the perceived cause of

injury" (p. l5).

Considering the cited research, the anger experienced follow-

íng punishment should, if the effect of the causal analysis is the

same for punishment as for frustration, be at the same Jevel regard-

less of the treatment received in the current study.

Whereas the anger reaction may not vary as a function of

differential attribution, persons' feelings of hostility would
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appear to vary because they are subiect to the same differential

attributions of responsibility that were proposed for aggressive

reacti vì ty.

Jones and Davis (1965) tn ¿iscussing attribution and in par-

ticular a study by Deutsch and Solomon (.l959) suggested that "if a

perceiver believes that he has done somethíng to earn attack, he will

presumably be less inclined to appraise his attacker negatively than

if the attack was unreasonable or arbitrary" (p. 24g). This study

is clearly supportive of the current proposal relative to ratings

of hostility.

Subjects vrere asked to rate their feelings of anger and hos-

tifity on QueStiónnâire B: Anâgram Subjects l^Jho Fai'l (Appendix F).

The results of the analysis of variance of the anger ratings

support the hypothesis, no differences being evident in the subjects'

anger ratings for either of the experimental manipulations. (Luck-

task difficulty - ability-effort: F = .39, df = 1, 72, .p_ = n.s.;

Responsible - Non-responsible punisher: F = 'l.09, df = 1,72,.p_=

n.s.). A significant interaction effect combining Responsible -

Non-responsible punisher x Internal - External locus of control was,

however, evident. (i- = 4.08, df = l, 72, p < .05")

The degree of confidence which can be p'laced in these resuTts

would, however, appear open to question inasmuch as over 50% of the

subjects rated theìr anger level at the minimum possible 'level

and as such, the non-sígnificant results may sìmp'ly reflect a

statistical artifact of the measure used. Interestingly, an exam-

ination of the treatment means does evidence that all means for the
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main effects are in a direction similar to those predicted for

aggress'i ve reacti vi ty.

The results of the analysis of variance of the hostilÍty mea-

sure evidenced a significant maln effect for the Responsible - Non-

responsible punisher treatment, (F = 5.09, df = J,72, p. .05).

hlhile the effect of Luck-task difficulty - Abif ity-Effort treatment

did not reach conventional levels of signìficance, the treatment

means were în the predìcted dÌrection (-[. = .23,:df = 1,72, p- =

n.s.; Í for luck-task diffîcu1ty = 2.55,1 for ability-effort =

2.35). A signìficant threê-way interaction was also found (-E =

5.09, !L = 1,72, g. .05). The faìlure to obta'in a significant

main treatment effect for the attribution for task failure manipu-

lation is not partÍcu1ar'ly surprising considering the problems which

were experienced with this independent variable (See Discussion).

'While the results of the analyses of variance on the anger

and hostility ratings provìded some support for the proposed hypo-

theses, the support in general was too marginal to a'l'low any defini-

tive conclusions.


